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Item 8.01. Other Events.

On January 5, 2017, American Airlines, Inc. announced the pricing of its offering of $197,777,000 aggregate amount of Class B enhanced equipment trust
certificates.

Item 9.01. Financial Statements and Exhibits.

(d) Exhibits.
 
Exhibit  Description

  1.1
  

Underwriting Agreement, dated as of January 5, 2017, among Credit Suisse Securities (USA) LLC, Citigroup Global Markets Inc. and
Deutsche Bank Securities Inc., as the representatives of the underwriters named therein, and American Airlines, Inc.

23.1   Consent of Aircraft Information Services, Inc.

23.2   Consent of BK Associates, Inc.

23.3   Consent of Morten Beyer & Agnew, Inc.



SIGNATURES

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, American Airlines, Inc. has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the
undersigned hereunto duly authorized.
 

  AMERICAN AIRLINES, INC.

Date: January 6, 2017   By: /s/ Derek J. Kerr
   Derek J. Kerr
   Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
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AMERICAN AIRLINES, INC.

Pass Through Certificates, Series 2017-1B

Underwriting Agreement

January 5, 2017

To the Underwriters named in Schedule I hereto

Ladies and Gentlemen:

American Airlines, Inc., a Delaware corporation (the “Company”), proposes that Wilmington Trust Company, a Delaware trust company (“WTC”),
acting not in its individual capacity but solely as pass through trustee (the “Trustee”) under the Pass Through Trust Agreement, dated September 16, 2014 (the
“Basic Agreement”), as supplemented for the Company’s Pass Through Certificates, Series 2017-1B (the “Class B Certificates”) to be purchased hereunder
by a Trust Supplement No. 2017-1B (the “Class B Trust Supplement”), between the Company and the Trustee (the Basic Agreement, as supplemented by the
Class B Trust Supplement being referred to herein collectively as the “Class B Trust Agreement”), issue and sell to the underwriters named in Schedule I
hereto (collectively, the “Underwriters”) the Class B Certificates, in the aggregate face amount and with the interest rate and final expected distribution date
set forth on Schedule B hereto on the terms and conditions stated herein. The Company has previously offered $536,811,000 aggregate face amount of the
Company’s Pass Through Certificates, Series 2017-1AA (the “Class AA Certificates”) that were issued pursuant to a Trust Supplement No. 2017-1AA and
$248,627,000 aggregate face amount of the Company’s Pass Through Certificates, Series 2017-1A (the “Class A Certificates” and, together with the
Class AA Certificates and the Class B Certificates, the “Certificates”) that were issued pursuant to a Trust Supplement No. 2017-1A.

The Class B Certificates will represent interests in the Company’s 2017-1B Pass Through Trust (the “Class B Trust”), established pursuant to the
Class B Trust Agreement to fund the purchase of equipment notes (the “Class B Equipment Notes”) to be issued by the Company in connection with the
financing of (a) ten Airbus A321-231S aircraft newly manufactured and scheduled for delivery to the Company from January 2017 to May 2017, (b) three
Boeing 737-800 aircraft newly manufactured and scheduled for delivery to the Company from March 2017 to May 2017, (c) three Boeing 787-8 aircraft
newly manufactured and scheduled for delivery to the Company from February 2017 to April 2017, (d) one Boeing 787-9 aircraft newly manufactured and
scheduled for delivery to the Company in January 2017 and (e) seven Embraer ERJ 175 LR aircraft newly manufactured and scheduled for delivery to the
Company from February 2017 to May 2017 (each such aircraft, an “Aircraft” and collectively, the “Aircraft”). Subject to the terms and conditions of the Note
Purchase Agreement (as defined below) and the relevant participation agreements between the Company and WTC, as Trustee, Loan Trustee and
Subordination Agent (each, a “Participation Agreement”), the Class B Equipment Notes will be issued under 24 separate Indenture and Security Agreements
between WTC, as Loan Trustee (the “Loan Trustee”), and the Company (each, including any supplements thereto, an “Indenture” and, collectively, the
“Indentures”).
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The cash proceeds from the sale of the Class B Certificates by the Class B Trust will be paid to Wilmington Trust, National Association (“WTNA”),
acting as escrow agent (the “Escrow Agent”), under an Escrow and Paying Agent Agreement, to be dated as of the Closing Date (as defined below), among
the Escrow Agent, the Underwriters, the Trustee and WTC, as paying agent (the “Paying Agent”), for the benefit of the holders of the Class B Certificates
issued by the Class B Trust (the “Escrow Agreement”). The Escrow Agent will deposit such cash proceeds (the “Deposits”) with Citibank, N.A. (the
“Depositary”), in accordance with a deposit agreement, to be dated as of the Closing Date, between the Escrow Agent and the Depositary relating to the
Class B Trust (the “Deposit Agreement”), and will withdraw Deposits upon request to allow the Trustee of the Class B Trust to purchase Class B Equipment
Notes in respect of the Aircraft from time to time pursuant to a Note Purchase Agreement, to be dated as of the Closing Date, among the Company, the
Trustee, the Subordination Agent (as defined below), the Escrow Agent and the Paying Agent (the “Note Purchase Agreement”). With respect to each Class B
Certificate, the Escrow Agent will issue a receipt to be attached to such Class B Certificate (each an “Escrow Receipt”) representing a fractional undivided
interest of the holder of such Class B Certificate in amounts deposited with the Depositary on behalf of the Escrow Agent and will pay to such holders
through the Paying Agent interest accrued on the Deposits and received by the Paying Agent pursuant to the Deposit Agreement at a rate per annum equal to
the interest rate applicable to the Class B Certificates.

Certain amounts of interest payable on the Class B Certificates issued by the Class B Trust will be entitled to the benefits of a liquidity facility.
Citibank, N.A. (the “Liquidity Provider”), and the Subordination Agent will enter into a revolving credit agreement with respect to the Class B Trust (the
“Liquidity Facility”) to be dated as of the Closing Date, for the benefit of the holders of the Class B Certificates. The Liquidity Provider and the holders of the
Class B Certificates will be entitled to the benefits of an Intercreditor Agreement, to be dated as of the Closing Date (the “Intercreditor Agreement”), among
the Trustee, the Liquidity Provider and WTC, as subordination agent and trustee thereunder (the “Subordination Agent”).

As used herein, unless the context otherwise requires, the term “Underwriters” shall mean the firms named as Underwriters in Schedule I hereto, and
the terms “you” and the “Representatives” shall mean Credit Suisse Securities (USA) LLC (“Credit Suisse”), Citigroup Global Markets Inc. (“Citi”) and
Deutsche Bank Securities Inc. (“Deutsche Bank”).

Capitalized terms not otherwise defined in this underwriting agreement (this “Agreement”) shall have the meanings specified therefor in the Class B
Trust Agreement or the Intercreditor Agreement; provided that, as used in this Agreement, the term “Operative Documents” shall mean the Intercreditor
Agreement, the Liquidity Facility, the Participation Agreements, the Indentures, the Class B Trust Agreement, the Escrow Agreement, the Deposit Agreement
and the Note Purchase Agreement.

The Company has prepared and filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “Commission”) a registration statement on Form S-3 (File
No. 333-194685-01) relating to the Company’s pass through certificates (including the Class B Certificates) and other securities (collectively, the
“Securities”) and the offering thereof from time to time in accordance with Rule 415 under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”).
Such registration statement, at any given time, including the amendments thereto to such time, the exhibits and any



schedules thereto at such time, the documents incorporated by reference therein pursuant to Item 12 of Form S-3 under the Securities Act at such time and the
documents otherwise deemed to be a part thereof or included therein by the rules and regulations under the Securities Act, is herein called the “Registration
Statement.” The Registration Statement at the time it originally became effective is herein called the “Original Registration Statement.” As provided in
Section 3(a) hereof, promptly after execution and delivery of this Agreement, the Company will prepare and file a final prospectus relating to the Class B
Certificates in accordance with the provisions of Rule 430B under the Securities Act (“Rule 430B”) and paragraph (b) of Rule 424 under the Securities Act
(“Rule 424”). Any information included in such final prospectus that was omitted from the Original Registration Statement but that is deemed to be part of
and included in such registration statement pursuant to Rule 430B(f) is referred to as the “Rule 430B Information.”

The term “Statutory Prospectus” means the preliminary prospectus supplement relating to the Class B Certificates that omits Rule 430B Information,
together with the base prospectus included in the Original Registration Statement, and including the documents incorporated by reference therein pursuant to
Item 12 of Form S-3 under the Securities Act immediately prior to the Applicable Time (as defined below).

The term “Final Prospectus” means the final prospectus supplement relating to the Class B Certificates and the base prospectus, collectively, in the
form first filed pursuant to Rule 424(b) after the execution of this Agreement, which includes the Rule 430B Information, including the documents
incorporated by reference therein pursuant to Item 12 of Form S-3 under the Securities Act.

Any reference to any amendment or supplement to the Final Prospectus shall be deemed to refer to and include any document incorporated by reference
after the date of such Final Prospectus. Any reference to any amendment to the Registration Statement shall be deemed to include any document incorporated
by reference after the effective time of such Registration Statement.

The term “Issuer Free Writing Prospectus” means any “issuer free writing prospectus,” as defined in Rule 433 under the Securities Act (“Rule 433”),
relating to the public offering of the Class B Certificates.

The term “Applicable Time” shall mean 4:24 p.m. (New York Time) on January 5, 2017.

The terms of the public offering of the Class B Certificates are set forth in the General Disclosure Package relating thereto and the Final Prospectus.
The term “General Disclosure Package” means the Statutory Prospectus and the Issuer Free Writing Prospectus identified in item 1 of Schedule A hereto, all
considered together.

1. Representations and Warranties. (a) The Company represents and warrants to, and agrees with, each Underwriter that:

(i) Form S-3 Eligibility. The Company meets the requirements for use of Form S-3 under the Securities Act.



(ii) Effective Registration Statement. The Company is a well-known seasoned issuer (as defined in Rule 405 under the Securities Act (“Rule 405”))
eligible to use the Registration Statement as an automatic shelf registration statement; the Registration Statement has been filed with the Commission,
became effective upon filing under Rule 462(e) under the Securities Act and is an “automatic shelf registration statement” as defined in Rule 405; the
Company has not received from the Commission any notice pursuant to Rule 401(g)(2) under the Securities Act objecting to the use of the automatic
shelf registration statement form; no stop order suspending the effectiveness of the Registration Statement has been issued and no proceeding for that
purpose has been initiated or threatened by the Commission; no order preventing or suspending the use of the Statutory Prospectus, the Final
Prospectus or any Issuer Free Writing Prospectus has been issued by the Commission; any request on the part of the Commission for additional
information has been complied with to the reasonable satisfaction of counsel to the Underwriters, and the Final Prospectus containing the Rule 430B
Information shall be filed with the Commission in the manner and within the time period required by Rule 424(b) without reliance on Rule 424(b)(8)
(or a post-effective amendment providing such information shall have been filed and become effective in accordance with the requirements of
Rule 430B). At the respective times the Original Registration Statement and each amendment thereto became effective, at any deemed effective date
pursuant to Rule 430B(f)(2) and at the Closing Time, the Registration Statement complied and will comply in all material respects with the
requirements of the Securities Act and the rules and regulations under the Securities Act (the “Securities Act Regulations”) and the Trust Indenture Act
of 1939, as amended (the “TIA”), and the rules and regulations under the TIA. At the deemed effective date, pursuant to Rule 430B(f)(2), the
Registration Statement did not contain an untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact required to be stated therein or necessary to
make the statements therein not misleading; provided, however, that the representations and warranties in this Section 1(a)(ii) shall not apply to
statements in or omissions from the Registration Statement, the General Disclosure Package, the Final Prospectus or any Issuer Free Writing Prospectus
made in reliance upon and in conformity with written information furnished to the Company by the Underwriters expressly for use therein (it being
understood and agreed that the only such information furnished by or on behalf of any Underwriter consists of the information separately identified to
the Company) or to those parts of the Registration Statement constituting a Statement of Eligibility and Qualification under the TIA (Form T-1) of a
trustee pursuant to an indenture.

(iii) Final Prospectus and General Disclosure Package. Neither the Final Prospectus nor any amendments or supplements thereto, at the time the
Final Prospectus or any such amendment or supplement is issued and at the Closing Time, will include an untrue statement of a material fact or will
omit to state a material fact necessary in order to make the statements therein, in the light of the circumstances under which they were made, not
misleading; the Final Prospectus will comply when filed with the Commission in all material respects with the Securities Act Regulations and each of
the Statutory Prospectus and the Final Prospectus delivered to the Underwriters for use in connection with this offering was or will be, as the case may
be, identical to the electronically transmitted copies thereof filed with the Commission’s Electronic Data Gathering Analysis and Retrieval system
(“EDGAR”), except to the extent permitted by Regulation S-T or required under Rule 424(e) under the Securities Act; the General Disclosure Package,
as of the Applicable Time, did not



include any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state any material fact necessary in order to make the statements therein, in the light of the
circumstances under which they were made, not misleading; and each Issuer Free Writing Prospectus does not include any information that conflicts
with the information contained in the Registration Statement or the Statutory Prospectus or that will conflict with the information contained in the Final
Prospectus that has not been superseded or modified; provided, however, that the representations and warranties in this Section 1(a)(iii) shall not apply
to statements in or omissions from the Registration Statement, the General Disclosure Package, the Final Prospectus or any Issuer Free Writing
Prospectus made in reliance upon and in conformity with written information furnished to the Company by the Underwriters expressly for use therein
(it being understood and agreed that the only such information furnished by or on behalf of any Underwriter consists of the information separately
identified to the Company) or to those parts of the Registration Statement constituting a Statement of Eligibility and Qualification under the TIA
(Form T-1) of a trustee pursuant to an indenture.

(iv) Incorporated Documents. The General Disclosure Package and the Final Prospectus as delivered from time to time shall incorporate by
reference (A) the most recent Annual Report on Form 10-K filed by the Company with the Commission, (B) the Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q for
the periods ended March 31, 2016, June 30, 2016 (including the Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q/A for the period ended June 30, 2016) and
September 30, 2016, (C) each Current Report on Form 8-K filed (not furnished) by the Company with the Commission on or after January 1, 2016 and
(D) such other reports as are specifically incorporated by reference in the General Disclosure Package and the Final Prospectus (the “Incorporated
Documents”). The Incorporated Documents filed on or before the date hereof or hereafter are referred to herein as the “SEC Reports.” The Incorporated
Documents at the time they were or hereafter are filed with the Commission, or if amended, as so amended, complied and will comply in all material
respects with the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”), and the applicable rules and regulations of
the Commission thereunder (the “Exchange Act Regulations”).

(v) Financial Statements; Pro Forma Financial Information. The consolidated financial statements of the Company, together with the related
schedules and notes, included in the SEC Reports and incorporated by reference in the Registration Statement and the Statutory Prospectus and to be
incorporated by reference in the Final Prospectus, present fairly, in all material respects, the consolidated financial position of the Company and its
consolidated subsidiaries at the dates indicated and the statement of operations, stockholder’s equity and cash flows of the Company and its
consolidated subsidiaries throughout the periods specified; and said financial statements have been or will be prepared in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles as in effect in the United States of America (“GAAP”) applied on a consistent basis during the periods involved (except
as indicated in the footnotes to such financial statements). The consolidated financial statements of US Airways, Inc. (“US Airways”), together with the
related schedules and notes, included in the SEC Reports and incorporated by reference in the Registration Statement and the Statutory Prospectus and
to be incorporated by reference in the Final Prospectus, present fairly, in all material respects, the consolidated financial position of US Airways and its
consolidated subsidiaries at the dates indicated and the statement of operations, stockholder’s equity and cash flows of US Airways and its consolidated
subsidiaries throughout the periods specified;



and said financial statements have been or will be prepared in conformity with GAAP applied on a consistent basis during the periods involved (except
as indicated in the footnotes to such financial statements). The supporting schedules included in the SEC Reports and incorporated by reference in the
General Disclosure Package and to be incorporated by reference in the Final Prospectus present fairly in accordance with GAAP the information
required to be stated therein. The interactive data in eXtensible Business Reporting Language incorporated by reference in the General Disclosure
Package and to be incorporated by reference in the Final Prospectus fairly presents the information called for in all material respects and is or will be
prepared in accordance with the Commission’s rules and guidelines applicable thereto. The pro forma financial statements included or incorporated by
reference in the Registration Statement and the Statutory Prospectus and to be incorporated by reference in the Final Prospectus have been or will be
prepared in accordance with the Commission’s rules and guidance with respect to pro forma financial information, including rule 11-02 of Regulation
S-X, and comply as to form in all material respects with the applicable accounting requirements of Rule 11-02 of Regulation S-X. The assumptions
used in preparing the pro forma financial statements included or incorporated by reference in the Registration Statement and the Statutory Prospectus
and to be incorporated by reference in the Final Prospectus provide or will provide a reasonable basis for presenting the significant effects directly
attributable to the transactions and events described therein, the related pro forma adjustments give or will give appropriate effect to those assumptions,
and the pro forma columns therein reflect or will reflect the proper application of those adjustments to the corresponding historical financial statement
amounts.

(vi) Independent Accountants. Ernst & Young LLP, who audited the annual consolidated financial statements of the Company for the year ended
December 31, 2013 that are incorporated by reference in the General Disclosure Package and the Final Prospectus, is an independent registered public
accounting firm as required by the Securities Act, the Securities Act Regulations and the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board. KPMG LLP,
who audited the annual consolidated financial statements of the Company for the years ended December 31, 2015 and December 31, 2014 that are
incorporated by reference in the General Disclosure Package and the Final Prospectus, is an independent registered public accounting firm as required
by the Securities Act, the Securities Act Regulations and the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board.

(vii) No Material Adverse Change in Business. Since the respective dates as of which information is given in the Registration Statement, the General
Disclosure Package or the Final Prospectus, except as otherwise stated therein or contemplated thereby, (A) there has been no material adverse change
in the condition, financial or otherwise, or the earnings, results of operations or general affairs of the Company and its subsidiaries taken as a whole,
whether or not arising in the ordinary course of business (a “Material Adverse Effect”) and (B) there have been no transactions entered into by the
Company or any of its subsidiaries other than those in the ordinary course of business, which are material with respect to the Company and its
subsidiaries taken as a whole.



(viii) Good Standing of the Company. The Company is a corporation duly incorporated and validly existing in good standing under the laws of the
State of Delaware and has corporate power and authority to own, lease and operate its properties and conduct its business as described in the General
Disclosure Package and the Final Prospectus and to enter into and perform its obligations under, or as contemplated by, this Agreement. The Company
is duly qualified as a foreign corporation to transact business and is in good standing in each jurisdiction in which such qualification is required,
whether by reason of the ownership or leasing of property or the conduct of business, except where the failure so to qualify or to be in good standing
would not result in a Material Adverse Effect. The Company has no “significant subsidiaries” (as such term is defined in Rule 1-02 of Regulation S-X).

(ix) Capitalization. All of the issued and outstanding capital stock of the Company has been duly authorized and validly issued, is fully paid and
non-assessable and is owned by American Airlines Group Inc. (“AAG”), free and clear of any recorded liens, encumbrances, equities or claims.

(x) Air Carrier Certification. The Company (A) is an “air carrier” within the meaning of 49 U.S.C. Section 40102(a)(2), (B) holds an air carrier
operating certificate issued by the Secretary of Transportation pursuant to Chapter 447 of Title 49 of the United States Code for aircraft capable of
carrying 10 or more individuals or 6,000 pounds or more of cargo and (C) is a “citizen of the United States” as defined in 49 U.S.C. Section 40102(a)
(15).

(xi) Authorization of Agreements; Binding Obligations. This Agreement, the Class B Equipment Notes and the Operative Documents to which the
Company is, or is to be, a party have been duly authorized by the Company. This Agreement has been duly executed and delivered by the Company and
each Operative Document (subject to the satisfaction of conditions precedent set forth in the Note Purchase Agreement and the Participation
Agreements) to which the Company is to be a party will be at or prior to the applicable Closing Date (as defined in the applicable Participation
Agreement) duly executed and delivered by the Company. The Class B Equipment Notes will be (subject to the satisfaction of conditions precedent set
forth in the Note Purchase Agreement and the Participation Agreements) duly executed and delivered by the Company at or prior to the applicable
Closing Date (as defined in the applicable Participation Agreement). The Class B Equipment Notes and each Operative Document to which the
Company is, or is to be, a party, when duly executed and delivered by the Company, assuming that such document constitutes the legal, valid and
binding obligation of each other party thereto, constitutes or will constitute, as the case may be, a valid and binding obligation of the Company,
enforceable against the Company in accordance with its terms, except as may be limited by bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, moratorium or other
similar laws affecting enforcement of creditors’ rights generally and by general principles of equity. When executed, authenticated, issued and delivered
in the manner provided for in the Escrow Agreement, each Escrow Receipt will be legally and validly issued and will be entitled to the benefits of the
Escrow Agreement, except as may be limited by bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, moratorium or other similar laws affecting enforcement of
creditors’ rights generally and by general principles of equity. The Class B Certificates, the Class B Equipment Notes, the Escrow Receipts and the
Operative Documents will conform in all material respects to the descriptions thereof in the General Disclosure Package and the Final Prospectus.



(xii) The Class B Certificates are Valid and Binding Obligations. When duly executed, authenticated and delivered by the Trustee in accordance with
the terms of the Class B Trust Agreement and sold and paid for as provided in this Agreement, the Class B Certificates will be validly issued pursuant
to the Class B Trust Agreement and will constitute valid and binding obligations of the Trustee, enforceable against the Trustee in accordance with their
terms, except as may be limited by bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, moratorium or other similar laws affecting enforcement of creditors’ rights
generally and by general principles of equity; and the holders of the Class B Certificates will be entitled to the benefits of the Class B Trust Agreement.

(xiii) Class B Equipment Notes are Valid and Binding Obligations. The Class B Equipment Notes, when duly executed and delivered by the
Company and when duly authenticated by the Loan Trustee in accordance with the terms of the related Indentures, will be duly issued under such
Indentures and will constitute valid and binding obligations of the Company, enforceable against the Company in accordance with their terms; and the
holders thereof will be entitled to the benefits of the related Indentures, except as may be limited by bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, moratorium
or other similar laws affecting enforcement of creditors’ rights generally and by general principles of equity.

(xiv) Absence of Defaults and Conflicts. The Company is not in violation of its charter or by-laws or other constituting or organizational document
or in default in the performance or observance of any obligation, agreement, covenant or condition contained in any agreement or other instrument
binding upon the Company or to which any of the property or assets of the Company is subject, except for such defaults that would not reasonably be
expected to result in a Material Adverse Effect and that would not affect the validity of the Class B Equipment Notes or the Class B Certificates; and
the execution and delivery by the Company of this Agreement, the Class B Equipment Notes and the Operative Documents to which it is, or is to be, a
party, the consummation by the Company of the transactions herein and therein contemplated, and the compliance by the Company with its obligations
hereunder and thereunder and the terms hereof and thereof do not and will not, whether with or without the giving of notice or passage of time or both,
(i) conflict with or constitute a breach of, or default or a Repayment Event (as defined below) under, or result in the creation or imposition of any lien,
charge or encumbrance upon any property or assets of the Company pursuant to, any agreement or other instrument binding upon the Company (except
for such conflicts, breaches, defaults or Repayment Events or liens, charges or encumbrances that, singly or in the aggregate, would not reasonably be
expected to result in a Material Adverse Effect and that would not affect the validity of the Class B Equipment Notes or the Class B Certificates), (ii)
result in a violation of the provisions of the certificate of incorporation or by-laws, as amended, or other constituting or organizational document of the
Company, or (iii) result in a violation of any applicable law, statute, rule, regulation, judgment, order, writ or decree of any government, governmental
instrumentality or court, domestic or foreign, having jurisdiction over the Company or any of its assets, properties or operations, except, in each case of
this clause (iii), for such violations or defaults, that, singly or in the aggregate, would not reasonably be expected to result in a Material Adverse Effect
and that would not affect the validity of the Class B Equipment Notes or the Class B Certificates. As used herein, “Repayment Event” means any event
or condition which gives the holder of any note, debenture or other evidence of indebtedness (or any person acting on such holder’s behalf) the right to
require the repurchase, redemption or repayment prior to the stated maturity or date of mandatory redemption or repayment thereof of all or a portion of
such indebtedness by the Company.



(xv) Absence of Labor Dispute. Other than as described in the General Disclosure Package and the Final Prospectus, no labor dispute with the
employees of the Company or any of its subsidiaries exists or, to the knowledge of the Company, is imminent, which the Company expects to have a
Material Adverse Effect.

(xvi) Absence of Proceedings. Other than as set forth in the General Disclosure Package and the Final Prospectus, there is no action, suit,
proceeding, inquiry or investigation before or brought by any court or governmental agency or body, domestic or foreign, now pending, or, to the
knowledge of the Company, threatened, against the Company or any of its subsidiaries which, in the judgment of the Company, is likely to result in a
Material Adverse Effect.

(xvii) Absence of Further Requirements. No consent, approval, authorization, order or license of, or filing with or notice to, any government,
governmental instrumentality, regulatory body or authority or court, domestic or foreign, is required for the valid authorization, issuance and delivery of
the Class B Certificates and the Class B Equipment Notes, for the valid authorization, execution, delivery and performance by the Company of this
Agreement, the Class B Equipment Notes and the Operative Documents to which the Company is, or is to be, a party or for the consummation by the
Company of the transactions contemplated by this Agreement, the Class B Equipment Notes and the Operative Documents to which the Company is, or
is to be, a party, except (A) such as has been already obtained or made, (B) such as are required under the Securities Act or the Securities Act
Regulations or state securities laws in connection with the Registration Statement and (C) filings or recordings with respect to the Aircraft with the
Federal Aviation Administration and registration with the International Registry and under the Uniform Commercial Code as in effect in Delaware.

(xviii) Investment Company Act. The Company is not, nor upon the issuance and sale of the Class B Certificates as contemplated by this Agreement
and the application of the net proceeds therefrom as described in the General Disclosure Package and the Final Prospectus will be, an “investment
company” or an entity “controlled” by an “investment company,” as such terms are defined in the Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended (the
“1940 Act”), nor will the Class B Trust or the escrow arrangements relating to the Class B Trust contemplated by the Escrow Agreement be required to
register as an “investment company” as defined in the 1940 Act. In making the foregoing determination, the Class B Trust is relying upon the
exemption from registration set forth in Rule 3a-7 under the 1940 Act, although additional exemptions or exclusions may be available to the Class B
Trust.

(xix) Environmental Laws. There has been no storage, disposal, generation, manufacture, refinement, transportation, handling or treatment of toxic
wastes, medical wastes, hazardous wastes or hazardous substances by the Company (or, to the knowledge of the Company, any of its predecessors in
interest), or at, upon or from any of the property now or previously owned or leased by the Company in violation of, and the Company has no



liability under, any applicable law, ordinance, rule, regulation, order, judgment, decree or permit or which would require remedial action under any
applicable law, ordinance, rule, regulation, order, judgment, decree or permit applicable to the Company, except for any violation, liability or remedial
action which would not have, or could not be reasonably likely to have, singularly or in the aggregate with all such violations, liabilities and remedial
actions, a Material Adverse Effect; there has been no spill, discharge, leak, emission, injection, escape, dumping or release of any kind by the Company
onto such property or into the environment surrounding such property of any toxic wastes, medical wastes, solid wastes, hazardous wastes or hazardous
substances due to or caused by the Company or with respect to which the Company has knowledge, except for any such spill, discharge, leak, emission,
injection, escape, dumping or release which would not have or would not be reasonably likely to have, singularly or in the aggregate with all such
spills, discharges, leaks, emissions, injections, escapes, dumpings and releases, a Material Adverse Effect. The terms “hazardous wastes,” “toxic
wastes,” “hazardous substances” and “medical wastes” shall have the meanings specified in any applicable local, state, federal and foreign laws or
regulations with respect to environmental protection or human health. In the ordinary course of its business, the Company conducts a periodic review of
the effect of any and all applicable foreign, federal, state and local laws and regulations relating to the protection of human health and safety, the
environment, and hazardous and toxic substances and wastes, pollutants and contaminants (“Environmental Laws”) on the business, operations and
properties of the Company, in the course of which it identifies and evaluates associated costs and liabilities (including, without limitation, any capital or
operating expenditures required for clean-up, closure of properties or compliance with Environmental Laws or any permit, license or approval, any
related constraints on operating activities and any potential liabilities to third parties). On the basis of such review, the Company has reasonably
concluded that such associated costs and liabilities have not had and would not, singularly or in the aggregate, reasonably be expected to have a
Material Adverse Effect.

(xx) Insurance. The Company carries, or is covered by, insurance in such amounts and covering such risks as is adequate for the conduct of its
business and the value of its properties.

(xxi) Internal Controls. The Company maintains internal accounting controls which pertain to the maintenance of records that in reasonable detail
accurately and fairly reflect the transactions and dispositions of its assets and that provide reasonable assurance (i) that transactions are executed in
accordance with management’s authorization in all material respects, (ii) that transactions are recorded as necessary to permit preparation of its
financial statements in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles and to maintain accountability for its assets, (iii) regarding prevention
or timely detection of unauthorized acquisition, use or disposition of its assets that could have a material effect on the financial statements, and (iv) that
interactive data in eXtensible Business Reporting Language incorporated by reference in each of the General Disclosure Package and the Final
Prospectus is prepared in accordance with the Commission’s rules and guidelines applicable thereto. The Company is not aware of any material
weakness in its internal control over financial reporting that is reasonably likely to adversely affect its ability to record, process, summarize and report
financial information.



(xxii) Disclosure Controls and Procedures. The Company maintains “disclosure controls and procedures” (as such term is defined in Rule 13a-15(e)
of the Exchange Act) that have been designed to ensure that material information relating to the Company, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is
made known to the Company’s principal executive officer and principal financial officer by others within those entities; such disclosure controls and
procedures are effective.

(xxiii) No Unlawful Payments. Neither of the Company nor any of its subsidiaries nor, to the knowledge of the Company, any director, officer,
agent, employee or other person associated with or acting on behalf of the Company or any of its subsidiaries has materially violated in the past five
years or is in material violation of (1) laws relating to the use of any corporate funds for unlawful contributions, gifts, entertainment or other unlawful
expenses relating to political activity, (2) laws relating to direct or indirect unlawful payments to any foreign or domestic government official or
employee from corporate funds, (3) the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977, as amended, or the rules and regulations thereunder or (4) laws relating
to bribes, rebates, payoffs, influence payments, kickbacks or other unlawful payments. The Company has implemented compliance programs for
purposes of (a) informing the appropriate officers and employees of the Company and its subsidiaries of the Company’s policies to ensure compliance
with the laws described under (1) through (4) above, and (b) requiring such officers and employees to report to the Company any knowledge they may
have of violations of the Company’s policies referred to above and no such reports have been made.

(xxiv) No Brokerage Commission; Finder’s Fee. To the best of the Company’s knowledge after due inquiry, there are no contracts, agreements or
understandings between the Company and any person that would give rise to a valid claim against the Company or any of the Underwriters for a
brokerage commission, finder’s fee or other like payment in connection with this offering.

(xxv) Reporting Company. The Company is subject to the reporting requirements of Section 13 or Section 15(d) of the Exchange Act.

(xxvi) Well-Known Seasoned Issuer. (A)(i) At the time of filing the Registration Statement, (ii) at the time of the most recent amendment thereto for
the purposes of complying with Section 10(a)(3) of the Securities Act (whether such amendment was by post-effective amendment, incorporated report
filed pursuant to Section 13 or 15(d) of the Exchange Act or form of prospectus), and (iii) at the time the Company or any person acting on its behalf
(within the meaning, for this clause only, of Rule 163(c) under the Securities Act) made any offer relating to the Securities in reliance on the exemption
provided by Rule 163 under the Securities Act, the Company was a “well-known seasoned issuer” as defined in Rule 405, including not having been an
“ineligible issuer” as defined in Rule 405; and (B) at the time of filing the Original Registration Statement, at the earliest time thereafter that the
Company or another offering participant made a bona fide offer (within the meaning of Rule 164(h)(2) under the Securities Act) of the Securities and at
the date hereof, the Company was not and is not an “ineligible issuer” as defined in Rule 405.



(xxvii) Possession of Licenses and Permits. The Company possesses such permits, licenses, approvals, consents and other authorizations
(collectively, “Licenses”) issued by the appropriate federal, state, local or foreign regulatory agencies or bodies and third parties, governmental or
otherwise necessary to conduct the business now operated by it as described in the General Disclosure Package and the Final Prospectus, except for
such failures to possess Licenses as would not, singly or in the aggregate, result in a Material Adverse Effect; the Company is in compliance with the
terms and conditions of all such Licenses, except where the failure so to comply would not, singly or in the aggregate, have a Material Adverse Effect;
all of the Licenses are valid and in full force and effect, except where the invalidity of such Licenses or the failure of such Licenses to be in full force
and effect would not, singly or in the aggregate, result in a Material Adverse Effect; and the Company has not received any notice of proceedings
relating to the revocation or modification of any such Licenses which, singly or in the aggregate, if the subject of an unfavorable decision, ruling or
finding, would result in a Material Adverse Effect.

(xxviii) Compliance with Anti-Money Laundering Laws. The operations of the Company and its subsidiaries are and have been conducted at all
times in material compliance with all applicable financial recordkeeping and reporting requirements, including those of the Bank Secrecy Act, as
amended by Title III of the Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act
of 2001 (USA PATRIOT Act), and the applicable anti-money laundering statutes of jurisdictions where the Company and its subsidiaries conduct
business, the rules and regulations thereunder and any related or similar rules, regulations or guidelines, issued, administered or enforced by any
governmental agency (collectively, the “Anti-Money Laundering Laws”), and no action, suit or proceeding by or before any court or governmental
agency, authority or body or any arbitrator involving the Company or any of its subsidiaries with respect to the Anti-Money Laundering Laws is
pending or, to the best knowledge of the Company, threatened.

(xxix) Sanctions. None of the Company, any of its subsidiaries or, to the knowledge of the Company, any director, officer, agent, employee, affiliate
or other person acting on behalf of the Company or any of its subsidiaries is currently subject to any U.S. sanctions administered by the Office of
Foreign Assets Control of the U.S. Treasury Department (“OFAC”); and the Company will not directly or indirectly use the proceeds of the sale of the
Class B Certificates hereunder, or lend, contribute or otherwise make available such proceeds to any of its subsidiaries, joint venture partners or any
other person or entity, for the purpose of financing the activities of any person currently subject to any U.S. sanctions administered by OFAC.

(xxx) Appraiser Independence. None of Aircraft Information Services, Inc., BK Associates Inc. and Morten Beyer & Agnew, Inc. (each, an
“Appraiser” and, collectively, the “Appraisers”) is an affiliate of the Company or, to the knowledge of the Company, has a substantial interest, direct or
indirect, in the Company. To the knowledge of the Company, none of the officers and directors of any of such Appraisers is connected to the Company
or any of its affiliates as an officer, employee, promoter, underwriter, trustee, partner, director or person performing similar functions.



(b) The parties hereto agree that any certificate signed by any officer of the Company delivered to the Underwriters or to counsel for the Underwriters
pursuant to or in connection with this Agreement shall be deemed a representation and warranty by the Company to the Underwriters as to the matters
covered thereby as of the date or dates indicated in such certificate.

2. Purchase and Sale; Closing. (a) On the basis of the representations, warranties and agreements herein contained and subject to the terms and
conditions herein set forth, the Company agrees to cause the Trustee to sell to each Underwriter, and each Underwriter agrees, severally and not jointly, to
purchase from the Trustee, at a purchase price of 100% of the face amount thereof, the aggregate face amount of Class B Certificates set forth opposite the
name of such Underwriter in Schedule I hereto. Concurrently with the issuance of the Class B Certificates, the Escrow Agent shall issue and deliver to the
Trustee the Escrow Receipts in accordance with the terms of the Escrow Agreement, which Escrow Receipts shall be attached to the related Class B
Certificates.

(b) Payment of the purchase price for, and delivery of, the Class B Certificates (with attached Escrow Receipts) shall be made at the date, time and
location or locations specified in Schedule II hereto, or at such other date, time or location or locations as shall be agreed upon by the Company and the
Representatives, or as shall otherwise be provided in Section 7 hereof (such date being herein called the “Closing Date” and such time being herein called the
“Closing Time”). Payment shall be made to or upon the order of the Trustee by federal funds wire transfer or transfer of other immediately available funds
against delivery to the account of Credit Suisse at The Depository Trust Company (“DTC”) for the respective accounts of the several Underwriters of the
Class B Certificates. Such Class B Certificates (with attached Escrow Receipts) shall be registered in the name of Cede & Co. or in such other names, and in
such authorized denominations as the Representatives may request in writing at least two full business days before the Closing Time. The certificates
representing such Class B Certificates (with attached Escrow Receipts), which may be in temporary form, will be made available for examination and
packaging by the Representatives at the location or locations at which they are to be delivered at the Closing Time not later than 10:00 A.M. on the business
day prior to the Closing Time.

(c) The Company will pay to Credit Suisse at the Closing Time for the accounts of the Underwriters any fee, commission or other compensation which
is specified in Schedule II hereto. Such payment will be made by federal funds wire transfer or transfer of other immediately available funds.

3. Covenants. The Company covenants with each Underwriter as follows:

(a) Immediately following the execution of this Agreement, the Company will (x) prepare the Final Prospectus that complies with the Securities Act
and the Securities Act Regulations and which sets forth the face amount of the Class B Certificates and their terms not otherwise specified in the basic
prospectus relating to all offerings of pass through certificates under the Registration Statement, the name of each Underwriter participating in the offering
and the face amount of the Class B Certificates that each severally has agreed to purchase, the name of each Underwriter, if any, acting as representative of
the Underwriters in connection with the



offering, the price at which the Class B Certificates are to be purchased by the Underwriters from the Trustee, any initial public offering price, any selling
concession and reallowance, and such other information as you and the Company deem appropriate in connection with the offering of the Class B Certificates
and (y) file all material required to be filed by the Company with the Commission pursuant to Rule 433(d) within the time required by such rule. The
Company will promptly transmit copies of the Final Prospectus to the Commission for filing pursuant to Rule 424 and will furnish to the Underwriters as
many copies of the Final Prospectus as you shall reasonably request.

(b) During the period when a prospectus (or in lieu thereof, a notice referred to in Rule 173(a) under the Securities Act (“Rule 173(a)”)) relating to the
Class B Certificates is required to be delivered under the Securities Act, the Company will promptly advise you of (i) the effectiveness of any amendment to
the Registration Statement, (ii) the transmittal to the Commission for filing of any supplement to the Final Prospectus or any document that would as a result
thereof be incorporated by reference in the Final Prospectus, (iii) any request by the Commission for any amendment of the Registration Statement or any
amendment or supplement to the Final Prospectus or for any additional information relating thereto or to any document incorporated by reference therein,
(iv) the issuance by the Commission of any stop order suspending the effectiveness of the Registration Statement or the institution or threatening of any
proceeding for that purpose, and (v) the receipt by the Company of any notification with respect to the suspension of the qualification of the Class B
Certificates for sale in any jurisdiction or the institution or threatening of any proceeding for such purpose. The Company will use its best efforts to prevent
the issuance of any such stop order or suspension and, if issued, to obtain as soon as possible the withdrawal thereof.

(c) If, at any time when a prospectus (or in lieu thereof, a notice referred to in Rule 173(a)) relating to the Class B Certificates is required to be
delivered under the Securities Act, any event occurs as a result of which the Final Prospectus as then amended or supplemented would include any untrue
statement of a material fact or omit to state any material fact necessary to make the statements therein, in light of the circumstances under which they were
made, not misleading, or if it shall be necessary to amend or supplement the Final Prospectus to comply with the Securities Act or the Securities Act
Regulations, the Company will promptly prepare and file with the Commission, subject to paragraph (d) of this Section 3, an amendment or supplement
which will correct such statement or omission or an amendment or supplement which will effect such compliance and the Company will use its reasonable
efforts to have any such amendment to the Registration Statement or new registration statement declared effective as soon as practicable (if it is not an
automatic shelf registration statement with respect to the Class B Certificates). Neither the Representatives’ consent to, nor the Underwriters’ delivery of, any
such amendment or supplement shall constitute a waiver of any of the conditions set forth in Section 4 hereof.

(d) At any time when a prospectus (or in lieu thereof, a notice referred to in Rule 173(a)) relating to the Class B Certificates is required to be delivered
under the Securities Act or the Securities Act Regulations, the Company will give you notice of its intention to file any amendment to the Registration
Statement or any amendment or supplement to the Final Prospectus, whether pursuant to the Exchange Act, the Securities Act or otherwise, will furnish you
with copies of any such amendment or supplement or other documents proposed to be filed within a reasonable time in advance of filing, and will not file any
such amendment or supplement or other documents in a form to which you shall reasonably object.



(e) The Company has furnished or will furnish, if requested, to the Representatives and their counsel, without charge, conformed copies of the Original
Registration Statement and of all amendments thereto, whether filed before or after such Registration Statement originally became effective (including
exhibits thereto and the documents incorporated therein by reference) and the copies of the Original Registration Statement and each amendment thereto
furnished to the Underwriters will be identical to the electronically transmitted copies thereof filed with the Commission pursuant to EDGAR, except to the
extent permitted by Regulation S-T. So long as delivery of a Final Prospectus (or in lieu thereof, a notice referred to in Rule 173(a)) by the Underwriters may
be required by the Securities Act, the Company will furnish as many copies of any Statutory Prospectus, the Final Prospectus and any amendments thereof
and supplements thereto as the Representatives may reasonably request and the Final Prospectus and any amendments or supplements thereto furnished to
each Underwriter will be identical to the electronically transmitted copies thereof filed with the Commission pursuant to EDGAR, except to the extent
permitted by Regulation S-T or required under Rule 424(e).

(f) The Company shall use its reasonable efforts, in cooperation with the Underwriters, to qualify the Class B Certificates for offering and sale under
the applicable securities laws of such states in the United States as the Underwriters may reasonably designate and will maintain such qualifications in effect
so long as required in connection with the distribution of the Class B Certificates; provided, however, that the Company shall not be obligated to file any
general consent to service of process or to qualify as a foreign corporation or as a dealer in securities in any jurisdiction in which it is not so qualified or to
subject itself to taxation in respect of doing business in any such jurisdiction in which it is not otherwise so subject.

(g) The Company shall use the proceeds received by it from the sale of the Class B Equipment Notes in the manner to be indicated in the Final
Prospectus under “Use of Proceeds.”

(h) The Company shall cooperate with the Underwriters and use its reasonable efforts to permit the Class B Certificates to be eligible for clearance and
settlement through the facilities of DTC.

(i) The Company, during the period when a Final Prospectus (or in lieu thereof, the notice referred to in Rule 173(a)) relating to the Class B Certificates
is required to be delivered, will file promptly all documents required to be filed with the Commission pursuant to the Exchange Act within the time periods
required by the Exchange Act and the Exchange Act Regulations.

(j) The Company represents and agrees that, unless it obtains the prior consent of each Underwriter, and each Underwriter represents and agrees that,
unless it obtains the prior consent of the Company, it has not made and will not make any offer relating to the Class B Certificates that would constitute an
“issuer free writing prospectus,” as defined in Rule 433 or that would otherwise constitute a “free writing prospectus” as defined in Rule 405. Any such free
writing prospectus consented to by the Company and the Underwriters is hereinafter referred



to as a “Permitted Free Writing Prospectus.” The Company represents that it has treated or agrees that it will treat each Permitted Free Writing Prospectus as
an “issuer free writing prospectus,” as defined in Rule 433, and has complied and will comply with the requirements of Rule 433 as applicable to any
Permitted Free Writing Prospectus, including timely filing with the Commission where required, legending and record keeping.

(k) Between the date of this Agreement and the Closing Time, the Company will not, without the Representatives’ prior consent, offer, sell or enter into
any agreement to sell any public debt securities registered under the Securities Act (other than the Certificates) or any debt securities which may be sold in a
transaction exempt from the registration requirements of the Securities Act in reliance on Rule 144A under the Securities Act and which are marketed through
the use of a disclosure document containing substantially the same information as a prospectus for similar debt securities registered under the Securities Act.

(l) If by the third anniversary (the “Renewal Deadline”) of the initial effective date of the Original Registration Statement, any of the Class B
Certificates remain unsold by the Underwriters, the Company will use its best efforts to file, if it has not already done so and is eligible to do so, a new
automatic shelf registration statement relating to the Class B Certificates, in a form satisfactory to the Representatives. If at the Renewal Deadline the
Company is no longer eligible to file an automatic shelf registration statement, the Company will, if it has not already done so, use its best efforts to file a new
shelf registration statement relating to the Class B Certificates, in a form satisfactory to the Representatives and will use its best efforts to cause such
registration statement to be declared effective within 180 days after the Renewal Deadline. The Company will take all other action necessary or appropriate to
permit the public offering and sale of the Class B Certificates to continue as contemplated in the expired registration statement relating to the Class B
Certificates. References herein to the Registration Statement shall include such new automatic shelf registration statement or such new shelf registration
statement, as the case may be.

The Representatives agree that in the aggregate, the Class B Certificates will be widely offered. Each Underwriter and each other member of the
underwriting group that offers or sells Class B Certificates agree that the Class B Certificates offered by such Underwriter and such other member of the
underwriting group will be primarily offered in the United States to United States persons. The term “United States person” shall have the meaning set forth
in section 7701(a)(30) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended.

4. Conditions to the Obligations of the Underwriters. The obligations of the Underwriters to purchase and pay for the Class B Certificates pursuant to
this Agreement shall be subject to the accuracy of and compliance with the representations and warranties of the Company contained herein as of the date
hereof and as of the Closing Time, to the accuracy of the statements of the Company’s officers made in any certificates furnished pursuant to the provisions
hereof, to the performance by the Company of its covenants and other obligations hereunder and to the following additional conditions:

(a) At the Closing Time, no stop order suspending the effectiveness of the Registration Statement shall have been issued under the Securities Act and no
proceedings therefor shall have been instituted or threatened by the Commission.



(b) At the Closing Time, the Underwriters shall have received:

(1) Opinions and a negative assurance letter, each dated as of the Closing Date, of Latham & Watkins LLP, as counsel for the Company, each in form
and substance reasonably satisfactory to the Representatives.

(2) An opinion, dated as of the Closing Date, from Morris James LLP, counsel for (i) WTC, individually, and as Subordination Agent, Trustee and
Loan Trustee and (ii) WTNA, as Escrow Agent, in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to the Representatives and substantially in the form of
Exhibit A hereto.

(3) An opinion, dated as of the Closing Date, from Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP, special New York counsel for the Liquidity Provider, in
form and substance reasonably satisfactory to the Representatives and substantially in the form of Exhibit B hereto.

(4) An opinion, dated as of the Closing Date, from in-house counsel for the Liquidity Provider, in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to the
Representatives and substantially in the form of Exhibit C hereto.

(5) An opinion, dated as of the Closing Date, from Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP, special New York counsel for the Depositary, in form and
substance reasonably satisfactory to the Representatives and substantially in the form of Exhibit D hereto.

(6) An opinion, dated as the Closing Date, from in-house counsel for the Depositary, in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to the
Representatives and substantially in the form of Exhibit E hereto.

(7) An opinion and a negative assurance letter, each dated as of the Closing Date, from Milbank, Tweed, Hadley & McCloy LLP, counsel for the
Underwriters, each in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to the Representatives.

(c) At the Closing Date, there shall not have been, since the respective dates as of which information is given in the General Disclosure Package and the
Final Prospectus, any material adverse change in the condition, financial or otherwise, of the Company and its subsidiaries considered as one enterprise, or in
the earnings, business affairs or business prospects of the Company and its subsidiaries considered as one enterprise, whether or not arising in the ordinary
course of business, and you shall have received a certificate of the President, an Executive Vice President, a Senior Vice President or a Vice President of the
Company, dated as of such Closing Time, to the effect that (i) there has been no such material adverse change, (ii) the representations and warranties of the
Company contained in Section 1(a) hereof are true and correct with the same force and effect as though made at such Closing Time and (iii) the Company has
complied in all material respects with all of the agreements and satisfied in all material respects all of the conditions on its part to be performed or satisfied
hereunder on or before the Closing Date.



(d) Subsequent to the execution and delivery of this Agreement and prior to the Closing Time, neither Moody’s Investors Service, a division of
Moody’s Corp. nor Fitch Ratings, Inc. shall have downgraded the rating accorded any of the Company’s securities (except for any pass through certificates)
or announced that any probable downgrading of such rating is about to occur in the near future.

(e) Promptly after the execution of this Agreement and also at the Closing Time, the Underwriters shall have received from Ernst & Young LLP a letter
or letters, dated as of the respective dates of delivery thereof, in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to the Representatives, containing statements and
information of the type ordinarily included in accountants’ “comfort letters” to underwriters with respect to certain financial statements and certain financial
information contained or incorporated by reference in the General Disclosure Package and the Final Prospectus.

(f) Promptly after the execution of this Agreement and also at the Closing Time, the Underwriters shall have received from KPMG LLP a letter or
letters, dated as of the respective dates of delivery thereof, in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to the Representatives, containing statements and
information of the type ordinarily included in accountants’ “comfort letters” to underwriters with respect to certain financial statements and certain financial
information contained or incorporated by reference in the General Disclosure Package and the Final Prospectus.

(g) At the Closing Time, each of the Intercreditor Agreement, the Liquidity Facility, the Class B Trust Agreement, the Escrow Agreement, the Deposit
Agreement and the Note Purchase Agreement shall have been executed and delivered by each party thereto; the representations and warranties of the
Company contained in such agreements shall be accurate as of the Closing Time and the Underwriters shall have received a certificate of the President, an
Executive Vice President, a Senior Vice President or a Vice President of the Company, dated as of the Closing Date, to such effect.

(h) Promptly after the execution of this Agreement and also at the Closing Time, each of the Appraisers shall have furnished to the Underwriters a letter
from such Appraiser, addressed to the Company and dated the respective date of delivery thereof, confirming that such Appraiser and each of its directors and
officers (i) is not an affiliate of the Company or any of its affiliates, (ii) does not have any substantial interest, direct or indirect, in the Company or any of its
affiliates and (iii) is not connected with the Company or any of its affiliates as an officer, employee, promoter, underwriter, trustee, partner, director or person
performing similar functions.

(i) The Class B Certificates shall have received ratings equal to or higher than the ratings indicated in the free writing prospectus identified as Item 2 in
Schedule A hereto from the nationally recognized statistical rating organizations named therein.

(j) On each of the date hereof and on the Closing Date, the Depositary shall have furnished to the Underwriters a certificate of the Depositary, signed by
an officer of the Depositary, dated as of the applicable date, to the effect set forth in Schedule III hereto.



(k) The Company shall have furnished to the Underwriters and their counsel, in form and substance satisfactory to them, such other documents,
certificates and opinions as such counsel may reasonably request for the purpose of enabling such counsel to pass upon the matters referred to in
subsection (b)(7) of this Section 4 and in order to evidence the accuracy and completeness of any of the representations, warranties or statements, the
performance of any covenant by the Company theretofore to be performed, or the compliance with any of the conditions herein contained.

(l) On or prior to the Closing Date, the Class AA Certificates and the Class A Certificates shall have been duly issued.

All such opinions, certificates, letters and documents shall be deemed to be in compliance with the provisions hereof only if they are in all respects
satisfactory to the Underwriters and their counsel.

If any condition specified in this Section 4 shall not have been fulfilled when and as required to be fulfilled, other than by reason of any default by any
Underwriter, such failure to fulfill a condition may be waived by the Underwriters, or this Agreement may be terminated by the Underwriters by notice to the
Company at any time at or prior to the Closing Time, and such termination shall be without liability of any party to any other party, except as provided in
Sections 5, 6 and 8 hereof, which provisions shall remain in effect notwithstanding such termination.

5. Payment of Expenses. The Company shall, upon demand, pay or cause to be paid all expenses incident to the performance of its obligations under
this Agreement, including (i) expenses relating to the preparation, printing, filing and distribution of the Statutory Prospectus, the Final Prospectus, the
Registration Statement and each Permitted Free Writing Prospectus and any amendments thereof or supplements thereto, (ii) expenses relating to the
preparation, printing and distribution of this Agreement, the Class B Certificates, the Class B Equipment Notes, the Operative Documents, any Underwriter’s
Questionnaire or related matters, the Blue Sky Survey and any Legal Investment Survey by the Underwriters’ counsel, (iii) expenses relating to the issuance
and delivery of the Class B Certificates to the Underwriters, (iv) the fees and disbursements of the Company’s counsel and accountants, (v) expenses of
qualifying the Class B Certificates under state securities laws in accordance with Section 3(f) hereof, including filing fees and fees and disbursements of
counsel for the Underwriters in connection therewith and in connection with the Blue Sky Survey and any Legal Investment Survey, (vi) the fees and
expenses of the Trustee, the Subordination Agent, the Loan Trustee, the Escrow Agent, the Paying Agent and the Depositary, and the fees and disbursements
of their respective counsel, (vii) any fees charged by rating agencies for rating the Class B Certificates, (viii) all costs and expenses related to review by the
Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, Inc. of the Class B Certificates (including filing fees and the fees and expenses of counsel for the Underwriters
relating to review), (ix) any costs and expenses of the Company relating to investor presentations on any “road show” undertaken in connection with the
marketing of the Class B Certificates, (x) certain reasonable fees and expenses of counsel for the Underwriters, and (xi) the fees and expenses, if any, incurred
in connection with the listing of the Class B Certificates on any securities exchange. The Company will also cause to be paid all expenses incident to the
performance of its obligations under the Class B Equipment Notes and the Operative Documents and each of the other agreements and instruments referred to
therein.



If this Agreement is terminated by you in accordance with the provisions of Section 4 or Section 9(i) hereof, the Company shall, upon demand,
reimburse the Underwriters for all of their out-of-pocket expenses, including the reasonable fees and disbursements of counsel for the Underwriters, incurred
by them in connection with the offering contemplated by this Agreement.

6. Indemnification and Contribution. (a) The Company agrees to indemnify and hold harmless each Underwriter, its affiliates and their respective
directors and officers, and each person who controls any Underwriter within the meaning of either Section 15 of the Securities Act or Section 20 of the
Exchange Act against any and all losses, claims, damages or liabilities, joint or several, to which they or any of them may become subject under the Securities
Act, the Exchange Act, or other Federal or state statutory law or regulation, at common law or otherwise, insofar as such losses, claims, damages or liabilities
(or actions in respect thereof) (1) arise out of or are based upon any untrue statement or alleged untrue statement of a material fact contained in the
Registration Statement (or any amendment to the Registration Statement), or arise out of or are based upon the omission or alleged omission therefrom of a
material fact required to be stated therein or necessary to make the statements therein not misleading, or (2) arise out of or based upon any untrue statement or
alleged untrue statement of a material fact contained in the General Disclosure Package or in the Final Prospectus or in any amendment thereof or supplement
thereto or in any Issuer Free Writing Prospectus or any amendment thereof, or arise out of or are based upon the omission or alleged omission therefrom of a
material fact necessary in order to make the statements therein, in light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading, and, in each case,
agrees to reimburse each such indemnified party for any legal or other expenses reasonably incurred by them in connection with investigating or defending
any such loss, claim, damage, liability or action; provided, however, that (i) the Company shall not be liable in any such case to the extent that any such loss,
claim, damage, or liability arises out of or is based upon any such untrue statement or alleged untrue statement or omission or alleged omission (a) made
therein in reliance upon, and in conformity with, written information relating to any Underwriter furnished to the Company by or on behalf of such
Underwriter specifically for use in the Registration Statement (or any amendment thereto) or any Issuer Free Writing Prospectus (or any amendment thereto)
or the General Disclosure Package or the Final Prospectus (or any amendment or supplement thereto) or (b) made in those parts of the Registration Statement
constituting a Statement of Eligibility under the TIA of a trustee on Form T-1, and (ii) the Company shall not be liable for any loss, liability or expense of any
settlement or compromise of or consent to entry of judgment with respect to, any pending or threatened litigation or any pending or threatened governmental
agency investigation or proceeding if such settlement or compromise of or consent to entry of judgment with respect thereto is effected without the prior
written consent of the Company (which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld), except to the extent that such consent is not required pursuant to
Section 6(d) hereof. This indemnity agreement will be in addition to any liability that the Company may otherwise have.



(b) Each Underwriter severally agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the Company, each of its directors, each of its officers who signed the
Registration Statement, and each person who controls the Company within the meaning of either Section 15 of the Securities Act or Section 20 of the
Exchange Act, against any and all losses, claims, damages, liabilities and expenses described in the indemnity contained in Section 6(a) hereof, but only with
respect to untrue statements or alleged untrue statements or omissions or alleged omissions made in the Registration Statement (or any amendment thereto),
any Permitted Free Writing Prospectus, the General Disclosure Package, or the Final Prospectus (or any amendment or supplement thereto) in reliance upon
and in conformity with written information relating to such Underwriter furnished to the Company by or on behalf of such Underwriter specifically for use in
the Registration Statement (or any amendment thereto), the General Disclosure Package, any Permitted Free Writing Prospectus or the Final Prospectus (or
any amendment or supplement thereto), it being understood and agreed that the only such information provided by any Underwriter consists of the
information separately in writing identified to the Company; provided, however, that the Underwriters shall not be liable for any loss, liability or expense of
any settlement or compromise of or consent to entry of judgment with respect to, any pending or threatened litigation or any pending or threatened
governmental agency investigation or proceeding if such settlement or compromise of or consent to entry of judgment with respect thereto is effected without
the prior written consent of the Underwriters (which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld), except to the extent that such consent is not required
pursuant to Section 6(d) hereof. This indemnity agreement will be in addition to any liability that any Underwriter may otherwise have.

(c) Promptly after receipt by an indemnified party under Section 6(a) or (b) hereof of notice of the commencement of any action, such indemnified
party will, if a claim in respect thereof is to be made against the indemnifying party under Section 6(a) or (b) hereof, notify the indemnifying party or parties
in writing of the commencement thereof; but the omission so to notify the indemnifying party or parties will not relieve it from any liability which it may
have to any indemnified party otherwise than under Section 6(a) or (b) hereof. In case any such action is brought against any indemnified party and it notifies
the indemnifying party or parties of the commencement thereof, the indemnifying party or parties will be entitled to participate therein, and to the extent that
such indemnifying party or parties may elect, by written notice delivered to such indemnified party promptly after receiving the aforesaid notice from such
indemnified party, to assume the defense thereof, with counsel satisfactory to such indemnified party; provided, however, that if, in the reasonable judgment
of such indemnified party, a conflict of interest exists where it is advisable for such indemnified party to be represented by separate counsel, the indemnified
party shall have the right to employ separate counsel in any such action, in which event the fees and expenses of such separate counsel shall be borne by the
indemnifying party or parties. Upon receipt of notice from the indemnifying party or parties to such indemnified party of the election so to assume the defense
of such action and approval by the indemnified party of counsel, the indemnifying party or parties will not be liable to such indemnified party under this
Section 6 for any legal or other expenses subsequently incurred by such indemnified party in connection with the defense thereof unless (i) the indemnified
party shall have employed separate counsel in accordance with the proviso to the next preceding sentence (it being understood, however, that the
indemnifying party or parties shall not be liable for the expenses of more than one such separate counsel representing the indemnified parties under
subparagraph (a) or (b), as applicable) of this Section 6 who are parties to such action in addition to one local counsel in each jurisdiction), (ii) the
indemnifying party or parties shall not have employed counsel satisfactory to the indemnified party to represent the indemnified party within a reasonable
time after notice of commencement of the action or (iii) the indemnifying



party or parties have authorized the employment of counsel for the indemnified party at the expense of the indemnifying party or parties; and except that, if
clause (i) or (iii) is applicable, such liability shall be only in respect of the counsel referred to in such clause (i) or (iii). It is understood that all such fees and
expenses of counsel for the indemnified party for which the indemnifying party is liable shall be reimbursed as they are incurred. No indemnifying party
shall, without the prior written consent of the indemnified party (which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld), effect any settlement or compromise of,
or consent to entry of judgment with respect to, any pending or threatened proceeding in respect of which any indemnified party is or could have been a party
and indemnity could have been sought hereunder by such indemnified party, unless such settlement or compromise of, or consent to entry of judgment with
respect to, includes an unconditional release of such indemnified party from all liability on claims that are the subject matter of such proceeding and does not
include a statement as to or an admission of fault, culpability or failure to act by or on behalf of any indemnified party.

(d) If at any time an indemnified party shall have requested an indemnifying party to reimburse the indemnified party for fees and expenses of counsel
payable pursuant to this Section 6, such indemnifying party agrees that it shall be liable for any settlement, compromise or consent to entry of judgment of the
nature contemplated by clause (ii) of the proviso in Section 6(a) hereof and the proviso in Section 6(b) hereof effected without its written consent if (i) such
settlement, compromise or consent to entry of judgment is entered into more than 45 days after receipt by such indemnifying party of the aforesaid notice of
request, (ii) such indemnifying party shall have received notice of the terms of such settlement, compromise or consent to entry of judgment at least 30 days
prior to such settlement being entered into, and (iii) such indemnifying party shall not have reimbursed such indemnified party in accordance with such
request prior to the date of such settlement, compromise or consent to entry of judgment.

(e) If the indemnification provided for in paragraph (a) or (b) of this Section 6 is for any reason unavailable to or insufficient to hold harmless an
indemnified party in respect of any losses, liabilities, claims, damages or expenses referred to therein, then each indemnifying party shall contribute to the
aggregate amount of such losses, liabilities, claims, damages and expenses incurred by such indemnified party, (i) in such proportion as is appropriate to
reflect the relative benefits received by the Company on the one hand and the Underwriters on the other hand from the offering of the Class B Certificates
pursuant to this Agreement or (ii) if the allocation provided by clause (i) is not permitted by applicable law, in such proportion as is appropriate to reflect not
only the relative benefits referred to in clause (i) above but also the relative fault of the Company on the one hand and of the Underwriters on the other hand
in connection with the statements or omissions which resulted in such losses, liabilities, claims, damages or expenses, as well as any other relevant equitable
considerations. The relative benefits received by the Company on the one hand and the Underwriters on the other hand in connection with the offering of the
Class B Certificates pursuant to this Agreement shall be deemed to be in the same proportion as the total proceeds from the offering of the Class B
Certificates pursuant to this Agreement (net of underwriting discounts and commissions paid to the Underwriters but before deducting expenses) received by
the Company and the total underwriting discounts and commissions received by the Underwriters in each case as set forth on the cover of the Final
Prospectus, bears to the aggregate initial public offering price of the Class B Certificates as set forth on such cover. The relative fault of the Company on the
one hand and the Underwriters on



the other hand shall be determined by reference to, among other things, whether any such untrue or alleged untrue statement of a material fact or omission or
alleged omission to state a material fact relates to information supplied by the Company or by the Underwriters and the parties’ relative intent, knowledge,
access to information and opportunity to correct or prevent such statement or omission. The Company and the Underwriters agree that it would not be just and
equitable if contribution pursuant to this Section 6 were determined by pro rata allocation or by any other method of allocation which does not take account of
the equitable considerations referred to above in this Section 6. The aggregate amount of losses, liabilities, claims, damages and expenses incurred by an
indemnified party and referred to above in this Section 6 shall be deemed to include any legal or other expenses reasonably incurred by such indemnified
party in investigating, preparing or defending against any such action or claim. Notwithstanding the provisions of this Section 6, no Underwriter shall be
required to contribute any amount in excess of the amount by which the total price at which the Class B Certificates underwritten by it and distributed to the
public were offered to the public exceeds the amount of any damages which such Underwriter has otherwise been required to pay by reason of any such
untrue or alleged untrue statement or omission or alleged omission. No person guilty of fraudulent misrepresentation (within the meaning of Section 11(f) of
the Securities Act) shall be entitled to contribution from any person who was not guilty of such fraudulent misrepresentation. For purposes of this Section 6,
each person, if any, who controls any Underwriter within the meaning of Section 15 of the Securities Act or Section 20 of the Exchange Act shall have the
same rights to contribution as such Underwriter, and each director of the Company, each officer of the Company who signed the Registration Statement, and
each person, if any, who controls the Company within the meaning of Section 15 of the Securities Act or Section 20 of the Exchange Act shall have the same
rights to contribution as the Company. The Underwriters’ respective obligations to contribute pursuant to this Section 6 are several in proportion to the
principal amount of Class B Certificates set forth opposite their respective names in Schedule I hereto and not joint.

7. Default. If any one or more Underwriters shall fail at the Closing Time to purchase and pay for any of the Class B Certificates agreed to be purchased
by such Underwriter or Underwriters pursuant to this Agreement and such failure to purchase shall constitute a default in the performance of its or their
obligations under this Agreement, the remaining Underwriters shall be obligated severally to take up and pay for (in the respective proportions which the
aggregate face amount of Class B Certificates specified to be purchased by each of them in Schedule I hereto bears to the aggregate face amount of Class B
Certificates to be purchased by all the remaining Underwriters) the Class B Certificates which the defaulting Underwriter or Underwriters agreed but failed to
purchase; provided, however, that in the event that the aggregate face amount of Class B Certificates that the defaulting Underwriter or Underwriters agreed
but failed to purchase shall exceed 10% of the aggregate face amount of Class B Certificates to be purchased pursuant to this Agreement, the remaining
Underwriters shall have the right, but not the obligation within 24 hours thereafter, to make arrangements to purchase all, but not less than all, of such Class B
Certificates, and if such nondefaulting Underwriters do not complete such arrangements within such 24 hour period, then this Agreement will terminate
without liability to any nondefaulting Underwriters or the Company. In the event of any such termination, the provisions of Sections 5, 6 and 8 hereof shall
remain in effect. In the event of a default by any Underwriter as set forth in this Section 7 that does not result in a termination of this Agreement, the Closing
Time shall be postponed for such period, not exceeding seven days,



as the nondefaulting Underwriters or the Company shall determine in order that the required changes in the General Disclosure Package and the Final
Prospectus or in any other documents or arrangements may be effected. Nothing contained in this Agreement shall relieve any defaulting Underwriter of its
liability, if any, to the Company and to any nondefaulting Underwriters for damages occasioned by its default hereunder.

8. Representations, Warranties, Covenants, Indemnities and Agreements to Survive Delivery. All representations, warranties, covenants, indemnities
and agreements contained in this Agreement, or contained in certificates of officers of the Company submitted pursuant hereto, shall remain operative and in
full force and effect, regardless of any investigation made by or on behalf of the Company or any Underwriter, its affiliates, their respective directors and
officers or any controlling person of either and shall survive delivery of any Class B Certificates to the Underwriters.

9. Termination. This Agreement may be terminated immediately upon notice from you to the Company at any time at or prior to the Closing Time (i) if
there has been, since the respective dates as of which information is given in the Registration Statement and the Final Prospectus (exclusive of any
amendments or supplements thereto subsequent to the date of this Agreement), any material adverse change in the condition, financial or otherwise, of the
Company and its subsidiaries considered as one enterprise, or in the earnings, business affairs or business prospects of the Company and its subsidiaries
considered as one enterprise, whether or not arising in the ordinary course of business, or (ii) if there has occurred any outbreak or escalation of hostilities or
any material adverse change in the financial markets in the United States or in the international financial markets or any other calamity or crisis the effect of
any of which on the financial markets is such as to make it, in your judgment, impracticable to market the Class B Certificates or enforce contracts for the sale
of the Class B Certificates, or (iii) if trading in the securities of AAG or the Company has been suspended by the Commission or the New York Stock
Exchange, or if trading generally on the New York Stock Exchange has been suspended, or minimum or maximum prices for trading have been fixed, or
maximum ranges for prices for securities have been required, by said exchange or by order of the Commission or any other governmental authority, or (iv) if
a banking moratorium has been declared by either Federal or New York authorities. In the event of any such termination, the provisions of Sections 5, 6 and 8
hereof shall remain in effect.

10. Notices. All notices and other communications hereunder shall be in writing and effective only upon receipt, and, if sent to the Underwriters, will
be mailed or transmitted by any standard form of telecommunication to the Underwriters as set forth in Schedule I hereto or, if sent to the Company, will be
mailed or transmitted by any standard form of telecommunication to the Company at P.O. Box 619616, Dallas/Fort Worth Airport, Texas 75261-9616,
facsimile no. (817) 967-2199, attention of the Treasurer.

11. Certain Matters Relating to ICBC.

(a) Due to certain restrictions imposed under the U.S. Bank Holding Company Act, ICBC Standard Bank plc (“ICBC”) shall not be obligated to, and
shall not, underwrite, subscribe, agree to purchase or procure purchasers to purchase Class B Certificates that may be offered or sold by other Underwriters in
the United States of America; provided that the foregoing shall not



in any way limit ICBC’s commitment to purchase Class B Certificates pursuant to this Agreement. ICBC hereby represents, warrants and agrees that it shall
offer, sell and otherwise distribute Class B Certificates constituting its allotment solely outside the United States of America.

(b) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement or in any other agreement, arrangement or understanding between the Company and
ICBC, each of the Company and ICBC acknowledges that any liability of any EEA Financial Institution (as defined below) arising under this Agreement, to
the extent such liability is unsecured, may be subject to the write-down and conversion powers of an EEA Resolution Authority (as defined below) and agrees
and consents to, and acknowledges and agrees to be bound by:
 

 (i) the application of any write-down or conversion powers by an EEA Resolution Authority to any such liabilities arising hereunder which
may be payable by such EFA Financial Institution; and

 

 (ii) the effects of any Bail-in Action (as defined below) on any such liability, including, if applicable:
 

 (x) a reduction, in full or in part, of any such liability;
 

 
(y) a conversion of all, or a portion of, such liability into shares or other instruments of ownership in such EEA Financial Institution,

its parent, or a bridge institution and that such shares or other instruments of ownership will be accepted by it in lieu of any rights
with respect to any such liability under this Agreement; or

 

 (z) the variation of the terms of such liability in connection with the exercise of the write-down and conversion powers of any EEA
Resolution Authority.

“Bail-in Action” means the application of any write-down or conversion powers by an EEA Resolution Authority in respect of any liability of an EEA
Financial Institution.

“EEA Financial Institution” means (1) any credit institution or investment firm established in any EEA Member Country which is subject to the supervision
of an EEA Resolution Authority, including ICBC, (2) any entity established in an EEA Member Country which is a parent of an institution described in clause
(1) of this definition, or (3) any financial institution established in an EEA Member Country which is a subsidiary of an institution described in clauses (1) or
(2) of this definition and is subject to consolidated supervision with its parent.

“EEA Member Country” means any of the member states of the European Union, Iceland, Liechtenstein, and Norway.

“EEA Resolution Authority” means any public administrative authority or any person entrusted with public administrative authority of any EEA Member
Country (including any delegee) having responsibility for the resolution of any EEA Financial Institution.”



12. Parties. This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of and be binding upon the Underwriters and the Company and their respective successors.
Nothing expressed or mentioned in this Agreement is intended or shall be construed to give any person, firm or corporation, other than the parties hereto and
their respective successors and the controlling persons and officers and directors referred to in Section 6 hereof and their successors, heirs and legal
representatives, any legal or equitable right, remedy or claim under or in respect of this Agreement or any provision herein contained. This Agreement and all
conditions and provisions hereof are intended to be for the sole and exclusive benefit of the parties and their respective successors and said controlling
persons and officers and directors and their successors, heirs and legal representatives, and for the benefit of no other person, firm or corporation. No
purchaser of Class B Certificates from any Underwriter shall be deemed to be a successor by reason merely of such purchase.

13. No Fiduciary Duty. The Company acknowledges and agrees that each Underwriter is acting solely in the capacity of an arm’s length contractual
counterparty to the Company with respect to the offering of Class B Certificates contemplated hereby (including in connection with determining the terms of
such offering) and not as a financial advisor or a fiduciary to, or an agent of, the Company or any of its subsidiaries. Additionally, no Underwriter is advising
the Company or any of its subsidiaries as to any legal, tax, investment, accounting or regulatory matters in any jurisdiction with respect to the offering of the
Class B Certificates or the process leading thereto (irrespective of whether the Underwriter has advised or is advising AAG or the Company on other matters).
Each Underwriter advises that it and its affiliates are engaged in a broad range of securities and financial services and that it and its affiliates may enter into
contractual relationships with purchasers or potential purchasers of the securities of the Company or its affiliates and that some of these services or
relationships may involve interests that differ from those of the Company and need not be disclosed to the Company, unless otherwise required by law. The
Company has consulted with its own advisors concerning such matters and shall be responsible for making its own independent investigation and appraisal of
the transactions contemplated hereby, and no Underwriter shall have any responsibility or liability to the Company or any of its subsidiaries or affiliates with
respect thereto. Any review by any Underwriter of the Company, the transactions contemplated hereby or other matters relating to such transactions will be
performed solely for the benefit of such Underwriter and shall not be on behalf of the Company. The Company waives, to the fullest extent permitted by law,
any claims it may have against each Underwriter for breach of fiduciary duty or alleged breach of fiduciary duty and agrees that no Underwriter shall have
any liability (whether direct or indirect) to the Company in respect of such a fiduciary duty claim.

14. GOVERNING LAW. THIS AGREEMENT AND ANY CLAIM, CONTROVERSY OR DISPUTE ARISING UNDER OR RELATED TO THIS
AGREEMENT SHALL BE GOVERNED BY THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK.



15. Submission to Jurisdiction; Venue; Waiver of Jury Trial.

(a) The Company agrees that any suit or proceeding arising in respect of this Agreement or the Underwriters’ engagement will be tried exclusively in
the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York or, if that court does not have subject matter jurisdiction, in any state court located in The City
and County of New York and the Company agrees to submit to the jurisdiction of, and to venue in, such courts. Each of the parties to this Agreement agrees
that a final action in any such suit or proceeding shall be conclusive and may be enforced in other jurisdictions by suit on the judgment or in any other lawful
manner.

(b) Each party hereto hereby irrevocably waives, to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, and agrees not to assert, by stay of motion, as a
defense, or otherwise, in any legal action or proceeding brought hereunder in any of the above-named courts, that such action or proceeding is brought in an
inconvenient forum, or that venue for the action or proceeding is improper.

(c) Each party hereto hereby irrevocably waives, to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, any and all right to trial by jury in any legal
proceeding arising out of or relating to this Agreement or the transactions contemplated hereby.

16. Patriot Act. In accordance with the requirements of the USA Patriot Act (Title III of Pub. L. 107-56 (signed into law October 26, 2001)), the
Underwriters are required to obtain, verify and record information that identifies their respective clients, including the Company, which information may
include the name and address of their respective clients, as well as other information that will allow the Underwriters to properly identify their respective
clients.

17. Effect of Headings. The Section headings herein are for convenience only and shall not affect the construction hereof.

18. Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts and when a counterpart has been executed by each party hereto all such
counterparts taken together shall constitute one and the same agreement. Delivery of an executed counterpart of a signature page to this Agreement by
telecopier, facsimile or other electronic transmission (i.e., a “pdf” or “tif”) shall be effective as delivery of a manually executed counterpart thereof.

19. Entire Agreement. This Agreement, together with any contemporaneous written agreements and prior written agreements (to the extent not
superseded by this Agreement) that relate to the offering of the Class B Certificates, represents the entire agreement among the Company and the
Underwriters with respect to the subject matter hereof.



If the foregoing is in accordance with your understanding of our agreement, please sign and return to us a counterpart hereof, whereupon this
instrument will become a binding agreement between the Company and each Underwriter in accordance with its terms.
 

Very truly yours,

AMERICAN AIRLINES, INC.

By:  /s/ Derek J. Kerr
 Name: Derek J. Kerr

 
Title:  Executive Vice President and Chief Financial

Officer

[Underwriting Agreement Signature Page]



The foregoing Underwriting Agreement is hereby confirmed
and accepted as of the date first above written:

CREDIT SUISSE SECURITIES (USA) LLC
acting individually and as Representative of the Underwriters
named in Schedule I hereto

By:  /s/ Thomas L. Smith
 Name: Thomas L. Smith
 Title: Managing Director

 
[Underwriting Agreement Signature Page]



CITIGROUP GLOBAL MARKETS INC.
acting individually and as Representative of the Underwriters
named in Schedule I hereto

By:  /s/ Thomas Bliemel
 Name: Thomas Bliemel
 Title: Managing Director

 
[Underwriting Agreement Signature Page]



DEUTSCHE BANK SECURITIES INC.
acting individually and as Representative of the Underwriters
named in Schedule I hereto

By:  /s/ Patrick M. Käufer
 Name: Patrick M. Käufer
 Title: Managing Director

By:  /s/ Ben-Zion Smilchensky
 Name: Ben-Zion Smilchensky
 Title: Managing Director

 
[Underwriting Agreement Signature Page]



SCHEDULE A
to

Underwriting
Agreement

Schedule of Issuer Free Writing Prospectuses
 
1. A first Issuer Free Writing Prospectus, dated January 5, 2017, containing the terms of the Class B Certificates (substantially in the form of Schedule C

hereto).
 

2. A second Issuer Free Writing Prospectus, used on January 5, 2017, containing the investor presentation of the Company.



SCHEDULE B
to

Underwriting
Agreement

 
Class of

Pass Through
Certificates   

Aggregate Face
Amount   Interest Rate   

Final Expected
Distribution

Date
Class B Certificates   $197,777,000   4.950%   February 15, 2025



SCHEDULE C
to

Underwriting
Agreement

American Airlines, Inc.
$197,777,000

2017-1 Pass Through Trusts
Pass Through Certificates, Series 2017-1B

Pricing Term Sheet, dated January 5, 2017 to the preliminary prospectus supplement dated January 5, 2017 (as supplemented, the “Preliminary Prospectus
Supplement”) of American Airlines, Inc. (“American”).

The information herein supplements the Preliminary Prospectus Supplement and supersedes the information in the Preliminary Prospectus Supplement to the
extent inconsistent with the information in the Preliminary Prospectus Supplement.

Unless otherwise indicated, terms used but not defined herein have the meanings assigned to such terms in the Preliminary Prospectus Supplement.
 
Securities:   Class B Pass Through Certificates, Series 2017-1B (“Class B Certificates”)

Amount:   $197,777,000

Price to Public:   100%

CUSIP:   02378W AA7

ISIN:   US02378WAA71

Coupon/Stated Interest Rate:   4.950%

Make-Whole Spread Over Treasuries:   0.500%

Available Amount under the Liquidity Facility at August 15, 2017 1:   $14,684,943

Initial “Maximum Commitment” under the Liquidity Facility:   $15,555,162

Underwriters’ Purchase Commitments:
Credit Suisse Securities (USA) LLC
Citigroup Global Markets Inc.
Deutsche Bank Securities Inc.
Goldman, Sachs & Co.
Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC
Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated
Barclays Capital Inc.
J.P. Morgan Securities LLC

  

$37,579,000
$37,577,000
$37,577,000
$13,844,000
$13,844,000
$13,844,000
$13,844,000
$13,844,000  

 
1 The first Regular Distribution Date to occur after all Aircraft are expected to have been financed pursuant to this offering.



BNP Paribas Securities Corp.
Credit Agricole Securities (USA) Inc.
ICBC Standard Bank Plc
U.S. Bancorp Investments, Inc.   

$3,956,000
$3,956,000
$3,956,000
$3,956,000

Underwriting Commission:   $2,076,658.50

Concession to Selling Group Members:       0.50%

Discount to Brokers/Dealers:       0.25%

Settlement:

  

January 13, 2017 (T+6), the sixth business day after the date hereof
 

On January 4, 2017, American entered into an underwriting agreement with
respect to the sale of $536,811,000 aggregate face amount of its 3.650%
Class AA Certificates and $248,627,000 aggregate face amount of its
4.000% Class A Certificates.

The issuer has filed a registration statement (including a prospectus) and a related prospectus supplement with the SEC for the offering to
which this communication relates. Before you invest, you should read the prospectus in that registration statement, the prospectus supplement
and other documents the issuer has filed with the SEC for more complete information about the issuer and this offering. You may get these
documents for free by visiting EDGAR on the SEC Web site at www.sec.gov. Alternatively, the issuer, any underwriter or any dealer
participating in the offering will arrange to send you the prospectus and prospectus supplement if you request them by calling Credit Suisse
Securities (USA) LLC toll-free at 1-800-221-1037 or Citigroup Global Markets Inc. toll-free at 1-800-831-9146 or Deutsche Bank Securities
Inc. toll-free at 1-800-503-4611.



SCHEDULE I
to

Underwriting
Agreement

AMERICAN AIRLINES, INC.
 

   

Face Amount of
Class B

Certificates  
Credit Suisse Securities (USA) LLC   $ 37,579,000  
Citigroup Global Markets Inc.   $ 37,577,000  
Deutsche Bank Securities Inc.   $ 37,577,000  
Goldman, Sachs & Co.   $ 13,844,000  
Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC   $ 13,844,000  
Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated   $ 13,844,000  
Barclays Capital Inc.   $ 13,844,000  
J.P. Morgan Securities LLC   $ 13,844,000  
BNP Paribas Securities Corp.   $ 3,956,000  
Credit Agricole Securities (USA) Inc.   $ 3,956,000  
ICBC Standard Bank Plc   $ 3,956,000  
U.S. Bancorp Investments, Inc.   $ 3,956,000  

    
 

Total   $197,777,000  

All notices to the Underwriters shall be sent to the Representatives as follows:

Credit Suisse Securities (USA) LLC
Eleven Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10010
Attention: LCD-IBD

Citigroup Global Markets Inc.
390 Greenwich Street
New York, New York 10013
Attention: General Counsel

Deutsche Bank Securities Inc.
60 Wall Street
New York, New York 10005
Attention: Debt Capital Markets Syndicate



SCHEDULE II
to

Underwriting
Agreement

AMERICAN AIRLINES, INC.

Underwriting fees, discounts, commissions or other compensation: $ 2,076,658.50
 

    Closing date, time and location: 10:00 A.M. on January 13, 2017 at the offices of Latham & Watkins LLP, 885 Third Avenue,
New York, NY 10022



SCHEDULE III
to

Underwriting
Agreement

Form of Officer’s Certificate of the Depositary

This certificate is delivered separately and in connection with (i) the underwriting agreement dated January 5, 2017 relating to the sale of the American
Airlines Pass Through Certificates, Series 2017-1B (the “Class B Underwriting Agreement”) among American Airlines, Inc. and Credit Suisse Securities
(USA) LLC, Citigroup Global Markets Inc. and Deutsche Bank Securities Inc., as representatives of the Underwriters referred to therein and (ii) the deposit
agreement with respect to the Class B Trust, to be dated as of the Closing Date (the “Deposit Agreement”) between Wilmington Trust, National Association,
as Escrow Agent and Citibank, N.A. (the “Depositary”) as Depositary. Capitalized terms and expressions used herein which are not otherwise defined herein
shall have the meanings ascribed thereto in the Class B Underwriting Agreement.

The undersigned, [ ], as the duly appointed [ ] of the Depositary, hereby represents and warrants to, and agrees with, each Underwriter, for and on
behalf of the Depositary, without personal liability and intending that the same may be relied upon by you without further inquiry, that:

1. the Depositary is a national banking association duly organized and validly existing in good standing under the laws of the United States and is duly
licensed to conduct banking and trust businesses in the State of New York;

2. the Depositary has full power, authority and legal right to conduct its business and operations as currently conducted and to enter into and perform its
obligations under the Deposit Agreement;

3. the execution, delivery and performance of the Deposit Agreement by the Depositary has been duly authorized by all necessary corporate action on
the part of it and does not require any stockholder approval, or approval or consent of any trustee or holder of any indebtedness or obligations of it, and the
Deposit Agreement will be duly executed and delivered by it and will constitute its legal, valid and binding obligation;

4. no authorization, consent or approval of or other action by, and no notice to or filing with, any United States federal or state governmental authority
or regulatory body is required for the execution, delivery or performance by the Depositary of the Deposit Agreement;

5. neither the execution, delivery or performance by the Depositary of the Deposit Agreement, nor compliance with the terms and provisions thereof,
conflicts or will conflict with or results or will result in a breach or violation of any of the terms, conditions or provisions of, or will require any consent or
approval under, any law, governmental rule or regulation or the charter documents, as amended, or bylaws, as amended, of it or any similar instrument
binding



on it or any order, writ, injunction or decree of any court or governmental authority against it or by which it or any of its properties is bound or of any
indenture, mortgage or contract or other material agreement or instrument to which it is a party or by which it or any of its properties is bound, or constitutes
or will constitute a default thereunder or results or will result in the imposition of any lien upon any of its properties;

6. there are no pending or, to the knowledge of the Depositary, threatened actions, suits, investigations or proceedings (whether or not purportedly on
behalf of it) against or affecting it or any of its property before or by any court or administrative agency which, if adversely determined, (i) would adversely
affect the ability of it to perform its obligations under the Deposit Agreement or (ii) would call into question or challenge the validity of the Deposit
Agreement or the enforceability of the Deposit Agreement in accordance with the terms thereof, nor is it in default with respect to any order of any court,
governmental authority, arbitration board or administrative agency so as to adversely affect its ability to perform its obligations under the Deposit Agreement;
and

7. the information pertaining to the Depositary set forth under the caption “Description of the Deposit Agreements—Depositary” in each of the General
Disclosure Package and the Final Prospectus, does not, and will not as of the Closing Date, contain any untrue statement of a material fact.

[Signature page follows]



IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have signed as of January             , 2017.
 

CITIBANK, N.A.,
as Depositary

By:                                                                             
                    
Name:  
Title:  
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[    ], 2017

To Each of the Parties Listed
on Schedule A Attached Hereto

Re: American Airlines, Inc. Pass Through Certificates, Series 2017-1B

Ladies and Gentlemen:

We have acted as counsel to (i) Wilmington Trust Company, a Delaware trust company (in its individual capacity, “WTC”; in its capacity as
Subordination Agent, Paying Agent, Pass Through Trustee or Loan Trustee, the “Trustee”), and (ii) Wilmington Trust, National Association (in its individual
capacity, “WTNA”; in its capacity as Escrow Agent, the “Escrow Agent”), a national banking association, in connection with the transactions contemplated
by a Pass Through Trust Agreement, dated as of September 16, 2014, between WTC, as Pass Through Trustee, and American Airlines, Inc. (“American”) (the
“Basic Agreement”), as supplemented by one Pass Through Trust Supplement, dated as of the date hereof, (a “Trust Supplement” and, together with the Basic
Agreement, as so supplemented, the “Pass Through Trust Agreement”). This opinion is furnished pursuant to Section 4(b)(2) of the Class B Underwriting
Agreement, dated [    ], 2017 (the “Underwriting Agreement”), among American and Credit Suisse Securities (USA) LLC and [    ], as representatives of the
Underwriters named therein. Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined are used as defined in the Underwriting Agreement, except that
reference herein to any document shall mean such document as in effect as of the date hereof.

We have examined executed counterparts of the following documents:
 

 (a) the Pass Through Trust Agreement;
 

 (b) the Intercreditor Agreement;
 

 (c) the Note Purchase Agreement and all form aircraft financing documents attached thereto;
 

 (d) the Escrow Agreement;
 

 (e) the Liquidity Facility;
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 (f) the Deposit Agreement (the documents listed in (a) through (f) are collectively referred to herein as the “Transaction Documents”);
 

 (g) the Underwriting Agreement;
 

 

(h) (1) the Registration Statement on Form S-3 (Registration No. 333-194685), filed by American under the Securities Act of 1933, as
amended, and the rules and regulations thereunder (the “Securities Act”), with the Securities and Exchange Commission on March 19,
2014, including the exhibits thereto and the documents filed by American with the Securities and Exchange Commission pursuant to the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, that are incorporated by reference therein and also including the information (if any)
deemed to be part of the registration statement at the time of effectiveness pursuant to Rule 430B under the Securities Act, (2) the base
prospectus dated March 19, 2014 related to pass through certificates included in the Registration Statement, (3) the preliminary
prospectus supplement of American dated [    ], 2017, relating to the Pass Through Certificates, Series 2017-1B (the “Certificates”) in the
form filed pursuant to Rule 424(b) under the Securities Act, including the documents incorporated by reference therein, (4) the free
writing prospectuses identified in Schedule A to the Underwriting Agreement, and (5) the final prospectus supplement of American dated
[    ], 2017, relating to the Certificates in the form filed pursuant to Rule 424(b) under the Securities Act, including the documents
incorporated by reference therein (collectively, the “Prospectus”); and

 

 (i) the Certificates (with attached Escrow Receipts) being issued today in definitive form.

We have also examined originals or copies of such other documents and such corporate records, certificates and other statements of governmental
officials and corporate officers and other representatives of the corporations or entities referred to herein as we have deemed necessary or appropriate for the
purposes of this opinion. Moreover, as to certain facts material to the opinions expressed herein, we have relied upon the representations and warranties
contained in the documents referred to in this paragraph.
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Based upon the foregoing and upon an examination of such questions of law as we have considered necessary or appropriate, and subject to the
assumptions, exceptions and qualifications set forth below, we advise you that, in our opinion:

1. WTC is a trust company duly organized and validly existing in good standing under the laws of the State of Delaware, and has the corporate
power and authority to execute, deliver and perform its obligations under, in its individual capacity, or as Trustee, as the case may be, the Transaction
Documents and the Certificates. WTC is a “citizen of the United States” as defined in 49 U.S.C. § 40102.

2. Each of the Transaction Documents has been duly authorized, executed and delivered by WTC in its individual capacity, or as Trustee, as the
case may be, and constitutes the legal, valid and binding obligation of WTC in its individual capacity, or as Trustee, as the case may be, enforceable against
WTC in its individual capacity, or as Trustee, as the case may be, in accordance with its terms. The Pass Through Trust Agreement is a legal, valid and
binding obligation of American, enforceable against American in accordance with its terms.

3. WTC, solely in its capacity as Trustee, has duly authorized, issued, executed and delivered the Certificates to the holders thereof pursuant to
the terms and provisions of the Pass Through Trust Agreement; the Certificates are duly authorized, legal, valid and binding obligations of the Class B Trust
(as defined in the Intercreditor Agreement), enforceable against the Class B Trust in accordance with their terms and the terms of the Pass Through Trust
Agreement and are entitled to the benefits of the Pass Through Trust Agreement.

4. No authorization, consent or approval of, notice to or filing with, or the taking of any other action in respect of, any governmental authority or
agency of the United States or the State of Delaware governing the trust powers of WTC is required for the execution, delivery or performance by WTC in its
individual capacity, or as Trustee, as the case may be, of the Transaction Documents or the Certificates.

5. Neither the execution, delivery or performance by WTC in its individual capacity, or as Trustee, as the case may be, of the Transaction
Documents or the Certificates, nor compliance with the terms and provisions thereof, conflicts with the charter or bylaws of WTC or results in a breach or
violation of any of the terms, conditions or provisions of any law, governmental rule or regulation of the United States or the State of Delaware governing the
trust powers of WTC or, to our knowledge, any order, writ, injunction or decree of any court or governmental authority against WTC or by which it or any of
its properties is bound or, to our knowledge, any indenture, mortgage, contract or other agreement or instrument to which WTC is a party or by which it or
any of its properties is bound, or constitutes a default thereunder.

6. Assuming that the Class B Trust will not be taxable as corporations, but, rather, will be classified as grantor trusts under subpart E, Part I of
Subchapter J of the United States Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the “Code”), or as a partnership under Subchapter K of the Code, (i) the
Class B Trust will not be subject to any tax (including, without
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limitation, net or gross income, tangible or intangible property, net worth, capital, franchise or doing business tax), fee or other governmental charge under the
laws of the State of Delaware or any political subdivision thereof and (ii) the Certificateholders (as defined in the Basic Agreement) that are not residents of
or otherwise subject to tax in Delaware will not be subject to any tax (including, without limitation, net or gross income, tangible or intangible property, net
worth, capital, franchise or doing business tax), fee or other governmental charge under the laws of the State of Delaware or any political subdivision thereof
as a result of purchasing, holding (including receiving payments with respect to) or selling a Certificate.

7. The statements set forth under the caption “Certain Delaware Taxes” in the Prospectus, insofar as such statements purport to constitute
summaries of Delaware tax law and regulations or legal conclusions with respect thereto, are accurate summaries of the matters described therein in all
material respects.

8. To our knowledge, there are no proceedings pending or threatened against or affecting WTC in any court or before any governmental
authority, agency, arbitration board or tribunal which, if adversely determined, individually or in the aggregate, would materially and adversely affect the
Class B Trust or question the right, power and authority of WTC in its individual capacity, or as Trustee, as the case may be, to enter into or perform its
obligations under the Transaction Documents or which would call into question or challenge the validity of any of the Transaction Documents or the
enforceability thereof.

9. The Series B Equipment Notes (as defined in the Note Purchase Agreement) to be delivered to and registered in the name of the Subordination
Agent pursuant to the Participation Agreements, the Indentures (each as defined in the Intercreditor Agreement), the Note Purchase Agreement and the
Intercreditor Agreement will be held by the Subordination Agent in trust as trustee for the Class B Trustee under the Pass Through Trust Agreement on behalf
of the Certificateholders of the Class B Trust.

10. WTNA is a national banking association duly organized and validly existing in good standing under the laws of the United States of America
and has the corporate power and authority to execute, deliver and perform its obligations under, in its individual capacity, or as Escrow Agent, as the case may
be, the Transaction Documents.

11. Each of the Transaction Documents has been duly authorized, executed and delivered by WTNA in its individual capacity, or as Escrow
Agent, as the case may be, and constitutes a legal, valid and binding obligation of WTNA in its individual capacity, or as Escrow Agent, as the case may be,
enforceable against WTNA in its individual capacity, or as Escrow Agent, as the case may be, in accordance with its terms.
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12. No authorization, consent or approval of, notice to or filing with, or the taking of any other action in respect of, any governmental authority
or agency of the State of Delaware or the United States of America governing the banking and trust powers of WTNA is required for the execution, delivery
or performance by WTNA in its individual capacity, or as Escrow Agent, as the case may be, of the Transaction Documents.

13. Neither the execution, delivery or performance by WTNA in its individual capacity, or as Escrow Agent, as the case may be, of the
Transaction Documents, nor compliance with the terms and provisions thereof, conflicts with the charter or bylaws of WTNA or results in a breach or
violation of any of the terms, conditions or provisions of any law, governmental rule or regulation of the State of Delaware or the United States governing the
banking and trust powers of WTNA or, to our knowledge, any order, writ, injunction or decree of any court or governmental authority against WTNA or by
which it or any of its properties is bound or, to our knowledge, any indenture, mortgage, contract or other agreement or instrument to which WTNA is a party
or by which it or any of its properties is bound, or constitutes a default thereunder.

The foregoing opinions are subject to the following assumptions, exceptions and qualifications:

A. We are admitted to practice law in the State of Delaware and do not hold ourselves out as being experts on the law of any other jurisdiction.
The foregoing opinions are limited to the laws of the State of Delaware, the federal laws of the United States of America governing the trust powers of WTC
and the federal laws of the United States of America governing the banking and trust powers of WTNA, except that we express no opinion with respect to
(i) federal securities laws, including the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, the Investment Company Act
of 1940, as amended, and the Trust Indenture Act of 1939, as amended, (ii) Part A of Subtitle VII of Title 49 of the United States Code, as amended (except
with respect to the opinion set forth in paragraph 1 above concerning the citizenship of WTC), (iii) the Federal Communications Act of 1934, as amended,
(iv) state securities or blue sky laws, or (v) laws, rules and regulations applicable to the particular nature of the equipment acquired by American. Insofar as
the foregoing opinions relate to the validity and enforceability of the Transaction Documents expressed to be governed by the laws of the State of New York,
we have assumed that each such document is legal, valid, binding and enforceable in accordance with its terms under such laws (as to which we express no
opinion).

B. The foregoing opinions regarding enforceability are subject to (i) applicable bankruptcy, insolvency, moratorium, receivership, reorganization,
fraudulent conveyance and similar laws relating to or affecting the rights and remedies of creditors generally, and (ii) principles of equity (regardless of
whether considered and applied in a proceeding in equity or at law).
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C. We have assumed the due authorization, execution and delivery by each of the parties thereto (other than WTC in its individual capacity, or as
Trustee, as the case may be, or WTNA in its individual capacity, or as Escrow Agent, as the case may be) of the Transaction Documents, and that each of such
parties has the full power, authority and legal right to execute, deliver and perform each such document.

D. We have assumed that all signatures (other than those of WTC in its individual capacity, or as Trustee, as the case may be, or WTNA in its
individual capacity, or as Escrow Agent, as the case may be) on documents examined by us are genuine, that all documents submitted to us as originals are
authentic, and that all documents submitted to us as copies or specimens conform with the originals, which facts we have not independently verified.

E. The opinions expressed in paragraph 8 above regarding any pending litigation or court order with respect to the Trusts are limited solely to our
search as of the date hereof of public records of the Chancery Court of the State of Delaware in and for New Castle County, the Superior Court of the State of
Delaware in and for New Castle County and the United States District Court for the District of Delaware.

F. We have not participated in the preparation of any offering materials with respect to the Certificates and assume no responsibility for their
contents.

G. In basing the opinions set forth herein on “our knowledge,” the words “our knowledge” signify that no information has come to the attention
of the attorneys in the firm who are directly involved in the representation of WTC or WTNA in this transaction that would give us actual knowledge that any
such opinions are not accurate. Except as otherwise stated herein, we have undertaken no independent investigation or verification of such matters.

This opinion may be relied upon by you in connection with the matters set forth herein. We also consent to the reliance upon this opinion as to
matters of Delaware law by Latham & Watkins LLP and Milbank, Tweed, Hadley & McCloy LLP as if it were addressed to them, in rendering their opinions
to you of even date herewith. Except as stated above, without our prior written consent, this opinion may not be furnished or quoted to, or relied upon by, any
other person or entity for any purpose.

Very truly yours,

MML/mag
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1540 Broadway | New York, NY 10036-4039 | tel 212.858.1000 | fax 212.858.1500

January [ ], 2017

To the Addressees Listed on
Exhibit A Attached Hereto
 
 Re: Liquidity Facilities relating to American Airlines Pass Through Trusts 2017-1

Ladies and Gentlemen:

We have acted as special New York (the “State”) counsel to Citibank, N.A. (“Citi”), in connection with the negotiation, execution and delivery of (i) the
Revolving Credit Agreement (2017-1AA) dated as of January [ ], 2017 (the “Class AA Liquidity Facility”) by and between Citi, as Liquidity Provider, and
Wilmington Trust Company, not in its individual capacity but solely as Subordination Agent and as agent and trustee for the trustee of the American Airlines
Pass Through Trust 2017-1AA (the “Class AA Trust”), as Borrower under the Class AA Liquidity Facility, (ii) the Revolving Credit Agreement (2017-1A)
dated as of January [ ], 2017 (the “Class A Liquidity Facility”) by and between Citi, as Liquidity Provider, and Wilmington Trust Company, not in its
individual capacity but solely as Subordination Agent and as agent and trustee for the trustee of the American Airlines Pass Through Trust 2017-1A (the
“Class A Trust”), as Borrower under the Class A Liquidity Facility, (iii) the Revolving Credit Agreement (2017-1B) dated as of January [ ], 2017 (the
“Class B Liquidity Facility”) by and between Citi, as Liquidity Provider, and Wilmington Trust Company, not in its individual capacity but solely as
Subordination Agent and as agent and trustee for the trustee of the American Airlines Pass Through Trust 2017-1B (the “Class B Trust”), as Borrower under
the Class B Liquidity Facility, and (iv) the Intercreditor Agreement (2017-1) dated as of January [ ], 2017 (the “Intercreditor Agreement”, and together with
the Class AA Liquidity Facility, the Class A Liquidity Facility and the Class B Liquidity Facility, the “Opinion Documents”) among Wilmington Trust
Company, not in its individual capacity but solely as Trustee of the Class AA Trust, the Class A Trust and the Class B Trust, Citi, as the Class AA Liquidity
Provider, the Class A Liquidity Provider and the Class B Liquidity Provider, and Wilmington Trust Company, as Subordination Agent. This opinion is
delivered to you at the request of our client pursuant to Section 4(b)(3) of the Underwriting Agreement with respect to the purchase of the Class AA
Certificates and the Class A Certificates (the “Class AA/A Underwriting Agreement”) and Section 4(b)(3) of the Underwriting Agreement with respect to the
purchase of the Class B Certificates (the “Class B Underwriting Agreement”).
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Except as otherwise noted herein, all capitalized terms used herein shall have the respective defined meanings set forth in the Intercreditor Agreement, or by
reference therein. In our capacity as special counsel to Citi, we have examined each of the Opinion Documents.

On the basis of the assumptions and subject to the qualifications and limitations set forth below, we are of the opinion that:

1. The Opinion Documents constitute the valid and legally binding agreements of Citi, enforceable against Citi in accordance with their respective terms.

2. The execution, delivery and performance by Citi of the Opinion Documents and the consummation of the transactions contemplated therein do not and will
not violate any banking law, or any governmental rule or regulation relating thereto, of the United States of America or the State.

3. No authorization, consent, approval or other action by, and no notice to or filing with, any banking authority or regulatory body of the United States of
America or the State is required for the due execution, delivery and performance by Citi of the Opinion Documents, as the case may be, other than
administrative and ministerial filings which Citi is obligated to make in the ordinary course of its business (which filings we have assumed have been and will
continue to be made in a timely manner).

Our opinions are subject to the following qualifications and limitations:

(a) Our opinions are subject to and limited by the effect of (i) any applicable bankruptcy, fraudulent conveyance and transfer, moratorium,
insolvency, reorganization, receivership, conservatorship, arrangement and other laws affecting and relating to the rights of creditors generally;
(ii) general equitable principles; (iii) requirements of reasonableness, good faith, materiality and fair dealing; (iv) generally applicable rules of law that
may permit a party who has materially failed to render or offer performance required by the contract to cure that failure unless (A) permitting a cure
would unreasonably hinder the aggrieved party from making substitute arrangements for performance or (B) it was important in the circumstances to
the aggrieved party that performance occur by the date stated in the contract, and (v) additionally, in the case of (A) indemnities, a requirement that
facts, known to the indemnitee but not the indemnitor, in existence at the time the indemnity becomes effective that would entitle the indemnitee to
indemnification be disclosed to the indemnitor, or a requirement that an indemnity provision will not be read to impose obligations upon indemnitors
which are neither disclosed at the time of its execution nor reasonably within the scope of its terms and overall intention
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of the parties at the time of its making, (B) waivers, Sections 9-602 and 9-603 of the Uniform Commercial Code as in effect at any time in the State (the
“UCC”), (C) indemnities, waivers and exculpatory provisions, public policy and (D) restrictions on, or remedies in the event of, assignment or transfer
of rights or interests or the creation, attachment, perfection or enforcement of security interests, Sections 9-401(b), 9-406, 9-407, 9-408 and 9-409 of
the UCC.

(b) We express no opinion with respect to the enforceability of (A) any consent to jurisdiction clause or waiver of inconvenient forum clause,
insofar as any such clause relates to federal courts (except as to the personal jurisdiction thereof); (B) any waiver of trial by jury clause insofar as such
clause is sought to be enforced in a federal court, (C) any forum-selection clause, (D) any choice of venue clause, i.e., requiring actions to be
commenced in a particular court in a particular jurisdiction, or (E) any waiver of sovereign immunity clause to the extent such clause purports to apply
to immunity acquired after the date of the execution of the Opinion Documents.

(c) In giving our opinions 2 and 3, we have, without independent investigation or verification, relied in part on the opinion dated the date hereof
and addressed to you by an in-house counsel of Citi, attached hereto as Exhibit B.

In rendering our opinions:

(i) We have, without independent verification, relied, with respect to factual matters, statements and conclusions, on certificates and
statements of governmental officials and of individuals identified to us as officials of Citi and on the representations and warranties made by Citi in the
Opinion Documents.

(ii) We have examined originals, or copies of originals certified, conformed or otherwise identified to our satisfaction, of such agreements,
documents and records as we have considered relevant and necessary as a basis for this opinion.

(iii) We have assumed the accuracy, completeness and authenticity of all original certificates, agreements, documents, records and other
materials submitted to us, the conformity with the originals of any copies submitted to us, the genuineness of all signatures and the legal capacity of
natural persons.
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(iv) We have assumed that (A) Citi (1) is duly incorporated or organized, validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the United
States of America and (2) has the corporate power and has taken all necessary action to authorize it to execute and deliver, and to perform its
obligations under, and has duly executed and delivered, each of the Opinion Documents; (B) the execution, delivery and performance by Citi of the
Opinion Documents do not and will not (1) violate or conflict with, result in a breach of, constitute a default under, (aa) the organizational documents
of Citi, (bb) any agreement or instrument to which Citi or any of its affiliates is a party or by which Citi or any of its affiliates or any of their respective
properties may be bound, (cc) any authorization, consent, approval (including without limitation all foreign exchange control approvals) or license (or
the like) of, or exemption (or the like) from, any governmental unit, agency, commission, department or other authority granted to or otherwise
applicable to Citi or any of its affiliates or any of their respective properties (each a “Governmental Approval”) (other than the Governmental
Approvals that are the subject of our opinion in paragraph 3 above), (dd) any registration or filing (or the like) with, or report or notice (or the like) to,
any governmental unit, agency, commission, department or other authority made by or otherwise applicable to Citi or any of its affiliates or any of their
respective properties (each a “Governmental Registration”) (other than the Governmental Registrations that are the subject of our opinion in paragraph
3 above), (ee) any order, decision, judgment or decree that may be applicable to Citi or any of its affiliates or any of their respective properties or (ff)
any law (other than the federal law of the United States of America and the law of the State, each as in effect on the date hereof), or (2) require any
Governmental Approval or any Governmental Registration (other than the Governmental Approvals and Governmental Registrations that are the
subject of our opinion in paragraph 3 above); (C) all parties to the transactions contemplated in the Opinion Documents will act in accordance with, and
will refrain from taking any action that is forbidden by, the terms and conditions of the Opinion Documents; and (D) there are no agreements,
instruments, understanding or negotiations between the parties not set forth in the Opinion Documents that would modify the terms or rights and
obligations of the parties thereunder.

(v) We have assumed that the Opinion Documents constitute (subject to the same qualifications as are contained in subparagraph (A) of the
immediately preceding paragraph above) the valid, legally binding and enforceable agreements of the parties thereto under all applicable law (other
than, in the case of Citi, the federal law of the United States of America and the law of the State).

(vi) We have assumed that there exists no provision of any law (other than federal law of the United States of America and the law of the
State) which would adversely affect the enforceability of the Opinion Documents.
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(vii) We have assumed that the choice of law of the State as the governing law of the Opinion Documents would not result in a violation of
an important public policy of another state or country having greater contacts with the transactions contemplated by the Opinion Documents other than
the State.

We express no opinion as to the law of any jurisdiction other than the law of the State (excluding the securities and blue sky laws of such State, as to which
we express no opinion) and the federal law of the United States of America (excluding the federal securities laws, customs laws and international trade laws
as to which we express no opinion), in each case that a New York lawyer exercising customary professional diligence would reasonably be expected to
recognize as being applicable to transactions of the type reflected in the Opinion Documents and not including any law that is part of a regulatory regime
applicable to specific assets or business of any party to any of the Opinion Documents (other than the laws that are the subject of our opinions in paragraphs 2
and 3) and not including charters, ordinances, bylaws and other laws enacted by political subdivisions of the State.

This opinion speaks only as of the date hereof. We have no responsibility or obligation to update this letter or to take into account changes in law, facts or any
other developments of which we may later become aware.

This opinion is rendered by us as special counsel for Citi solely for your benefit in connection with the transaction referred to herein and may not be used,
circulated, quoted or otherwise referred to or relied upon for any other purpose or by any other person without our prior written consent, except that this letter
may be disclosed to (a) legal counsel of the persons listed on Exhibit A hereto and (b) others insofar as it relates to the income tax treatment or tax structure of
the transaction.

Very truly yours,
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January [    ], 2017

To each Person Listed on
the Schedule of Addressees
Attached Hereto

Re: Opinion Documents relating to American Airlines Pass Through Trusts 2017-1

Ladies and Gentlemen:

I am a Director and Associate General Counsel of Citigroup Global Markets Inc., a New York corporation, and in such capacity have provided legal services
to Citibank, N.A., a national banking association (“Citi”) in connection with (i) the Revolving Credit Agreement (2017-1AA) dated as of January [ ], 2017
(the “Class AA Liquidity Facility”) by and between Citi, as Liquidity Provider, and Wilmington Trust Company, not in its individual capacity but solely as
Subordination Agent and as agent and trustee for the trustee of the American Airlines Pass Through Trust 2017-1AA (the “Class AA Trust”), as Borrower
under the Class AA Liquidity Facility, (ii) the Revolving Credit Agreement (2017-1A) dated as of January [ ], 2017 (the “Class A Liquidity Facility”) by and
between Citi, as Liquidity Provider, and Wilmington Trust Company, not in its individual capacity but solely as Subordination Agent and as agent and trustee
for the trustee of the American Airlines Pass Through Trust 2017-1A (the “Class A Trust”), as Borrower under the Class A Liquidity Facility, (iii) the
Revolving Credit Agreement (2017-1B) dated as of January [ ], 2017 (the “Class B Liquidity Facility”) by and between Citi, as Liquidity Provider, and
Wilmington Trust Company, not in its individual capacity but solely as Subordination Agent and as agent and trustee for the trustee of the American Airlines
Pass Through Trust 2017-1B (the “Class B Trust”), as Borrower under the Class B Liquidity Facility, and (iv) the Intercreditor Agreement (2017-1) dated as
of January [ ], 2017 (the “Intercreditor Agreement”, and together with the Class AA Liquidity Facility, the Class A Liquidity Facility and the Class B
Liquidity Facility, the “Opinion Documents”) among Wilmington Trust Company, not in its individual capacity but solely as Trustee of the Class AA Trust,
the Class A Trust and the Class B Trust, Citi, as the Class AA Liquidity Provider, the Class A Liquidity Provider and the Class B Liquidity Provider, and
Wilmington Trust Company, as Subordination Agent. This opinion is furnished to you pursuant to Section 4(b)(4) of the Underwriting Agreement with
respect to the purchase of the Class AA Certificates and the Class A Certificates, dated as of January [ ], 2017 among Credit Suisse Securities (USA) LLC,
Citigroup Global Markets Inc. and Deutsche Bank Securities Inc., as representatives of the Underwriters named therein and Section 4(b)(4) of the
Underwriting Agreement with respect to the purchase of the Class B Certificates, dated as of January [ ], 2017 among Credit Suisse Securities (USA) LLC,
Citigroup Global Markets Inc. and Deutsche Bank Securities Inc., as representatives of the Underwriters named therein. All capitalized terms used in this
opinion without definition have the respective meanings assigned to them in the Opinion Documents, as applicable.

In connection with this opinion, I or attorneys under my supervision, have reviewed copies of the Opinion Documents, as well as such corporate
records, certificates of public officials, certificates of officers of Citi and other persons, and other documents, and such provisions of law, as I have deemed
relevant and appropriate as a basis for the opinions hereinafter expressed. In such review I have assumed the genuineness of all signatures (other



than those on behalf of Citi), the authenticity of all documents submitted to me as originals, and the conformity to the original documents of all documents
submitted to me as copies. In making my examination of any documents, I have assumed that all parties to such documents, other than Citi, had the requisite
power and authority to enter into and to perform all obligations thereunder, and as to all parties, other than Citi, to such documents, I have also assumed the
due authorization by all requisite action and the due execution and delivery of such documents and the validity and binding effect thereof. I have relied as to
matters of fact upon statements of officers of Citi and others without any independent investigation or verification thereof.

Based upon the foregoing review, and subject to the qualifications expressed herein, I am of the opinion that:
 

1. Citi is duly organized and validly existing as a national banking association under the laws of the United States of America.
 

2. The execution, delivery and performance by Citi in its capacity as Liquidity Provider of the Opinion Documents is within Citi’s power and authority
under the federal banking laws of the United States of America, has been duly authorized by all necessary corporate action on the part of Citi and does
not conflict with or otherwise contravene the Articles of Association or By-Laws of Citi.

 

3. Each Opinion Document has been duly executed and delivered by Citi.

I express no opinion as to the legality, validity, binding nature or enforceability of any provisions of the Opinion Documents.

I am admitted to practice in the State of New York, and the opinions expressed above are limited to the laws of the State of New York and the federal
laws of the United States of America. The opinions expressed herein shall be effective only as of the date of this opinion letter. I do not assume responsibility
for updating this opinion letter as of any date subsequent to the date of this opinion letter, and assume no responsibility for advising you of any changes with
respect to the matters described in this opinion letter or from the discovery subsequent to the date of this opinion letter of information not previously known to
me pertaining to events occurring prior to the date of this opinion letter.

This opinion letter is provided subject to the following conditions: (a) nothing contained herein shall create any obligation of or right to look to me
individually for any claim, liability, damage, loss or expense whatsoever whether arising in contract, in tort (including negligence and strict liability), or
otherwise in connection with the transactions contemplated hereby and (b) no judgment, order, or execution entered into in any suit, action, proceeding,
whether legal or equitable, with respect to any such matters shall be taken against me.

This opinion letter is limited to the matters expressly set forth herein, and no opinion is implied or may be inferred beyond such matters. I am
furnishing this opinion to you solely for your benefit in connection with the Opinion Documents, and no other person is entitled to rely hereon (other than any
permitted successors or assigns). This opinion may not be used, circulated, quoted or otherwise referred to for any other purpose without my prior written
consent. Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP is entitled to rely on this opinion in connection with their opinion of even date being delivered in connection
with the transactions contemplated by the Opinion Documents.



Very truly yours,

Patricia Brigantic
Director and
Associate General Counsel



SCHEDULE OF ADDRESSEES

Wilmington Trust Company
Loan Trustee, Subordination Agent and Pass Through Trustee

Wilmington Trust Company
Paying Agent

American Airlines, Inc.
Owner

Wilmington Trust, National Association
Escrow Agent

Citibank, N.A. – Agency & Trust
Depositary

Fitch Ratings, Inc.

Moody’s Investors Service, Inc.

Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP

Credit Suisse Securities (USA) LLC

Citigroup Global Markets Inc.

Deutsche Bank Securities Inc.

Goldman, Sachs & Co.

Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC

Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated

Barclays Capital Inc.

J.P. Morgan Securities LLC

BNP Paribas Securities Corp.

Credit Agricole Securities (USA) Inc.

ICBC Standard Bank Plc

U.S. Bancorp Investments, Inc.
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January [    ], 2017

To the Addressees Listed on
Exhibit A Attached Hereto
 
 Re: Deposit Agreements relating to American Airlines Pass Through Trusts 2017-1

Ladies and Gentlemen:

We have acted as special New York (the “State”) counsel to Citibank, N.A. (“Citi”), in connection with the negotiation, execution and delivery of (i) the
Deposit Agreement (Class AA) dated as of January [ ], 2017 (the “Class AA Deposit Agreement”) between Wilmington Trust, National Association, as
Escrow Agent (the “Escrow Agent”) and Citi, as Depositary (the “Depositary”), (ii) the Deposit Agreement (Class A) dated as of January [ ], 2017 (the “Class
A Deposit Agreement”) between the Escrow Agent and the Depositary, (iii) the Deposit Agreement (Class B) dated as of January [ ], 2017 (the “Class B
Deposit Agreement”) between the Escrow Agent and the Depositary and (iv) the Indemnity and Security Agreement dated as of January [ ], 2017 (the
“Indemnity Agreement”, and together with the Class AA Deposit Agreement, the Class A Deposit Agreement and the Class B Deposit Agreement, the
“Opinion Documents”) between American Airlines, Inc. and the Depositary. This opinion is furnished to you pursuant to Section 4(b)(5) the Underwriting
Agreement with respect to the purchase of the Class AA Certificates and the Class A Certificates, dated as of January [ ], 2017 among American Airlines, Inc.
and Credit Suisse Securities (USA) LLC, Citigroup Global Markets Inc. and Deutsche Bank Securities Inc., as representatives of the Underwriters named
therein and Section 4(b)(5) the Underwriting Agreement with respect to the purchase of the Class B Certificates, dated as of January [ ], 2017 among
American Airlines, Inc. and Credit Suisse Securities (USA) LLC, Citigroup Global Markets Inc. and Deutsche Bank Securities Inc., as representatives of the
Underwriters named therein.

Except as otherwise noted herein, all capitalized terms used herein shall have the respective defined meanings set forth in the Opinion Documents, or by
reference therein. For purposes of this opinion, “Banking Business” means the business of buying, selling, paying or collecting bills of exchange, or of issuing
letters of credit or of receiving money for transmission or transmitting the same by draft, check, cable or otherwise, or of making loans, or of receiving
deposits. In our capacity as counsel to Citi, we have examined each of the Opinion Documents.
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On the basis of the assumptions and subject to the qualifications and limitations set forth below, we are of the opinion that:

1. The Opinion Documents constitute the valid and legally binding agreements of Citi, enforceable against Citi in accordance with their respective terms.

2. The execution, delivery and performance by Citi of the Opinion Documents and the consummation of the transactions contemplated therein do not and will
not violate any banking law, or any governmental rule or regulation relating thereto, of the United States of America or the State, does not result in a violation
of any law or regulation of the State of New York or the United States of America governing the banking or trust powers of Citi and does not require any
consent, approval or authorization of, or any registration or filing with, any U.S. federal court or any governmental agency or body.

3. No authorization, consent, approval or other action by, and no notice to or filing with, any banking authority or regulatory body of the United States of
America or the State is required for the due execution, delivery and performance by Citi of the Opinion Documents, as the case may be, other than
administrative and ministerial filings which Citi is obligated to make in the ordinary course of its business (which filings we have assumed have been and will
continue to be made in a timely manner).

4. Citi has the power and authority under the laws of the State and the federal law of the United States of America to execute, deliver and perform its duties
under the Opinion Documents.

Our opinions are subject to the following qualifications and limitations:

(a) Our opinions are subject to and limited by the effect of (i) any applicable bankruptcy, fraudulent conveyance and transfer, moratorium,
insolvency, reorganization, receivership, conservatorship, arrangement and other laws affecting and relating to the rights of creditors generally;
(ii) general equitable principles; (iii) requirements of reasonableness, good faith, materiality and fair dealing; (iv) generally applicable rules of law that
may permit a party who has materially failed to render or offer performance required by the contract to cure that failure unless (A) permitting a cure
would unreasonably hinder the aggrieved party from making substitute arrangements for performance or (B) it was important in the circumstances to
the aggrieved party that performance occur by the date stated in the contract, and (v) additionally, in the case of (A) indemnities, a requirement that
facts, known to the indemnitee but not the indemnitor, in existence at the time the indemnity becomes effective that would entitle the indemnitee to
indemnification be disclosed to the indemnitor, or a requirement that an indemnity provision will not be read to
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impose obligations upon indemnitors which are neither disclosed at the time of its execution nor reasonably within the scope of its terms and overall
intention of the parties at the time of its making, (B) waivers, Sections 9-602 and 9-603 of the Uniform Commercial Code as in effect at any time in the
State (the “UCC”), (C) indemnities, waivers and exculpatory provisions, public policy and (D) restrictions on, or remedies in the event of, assignment
or transfer of rights or interests or the creation, attachment, perfection or enforcement of security interests, Sections 9-401(b), 9-406, 9-407, 9-408 and
9-409 of the UCC.

(b) We express no opinion with respect to the enforceability of (A) any consent to jurisdiction clause or waiver of inconvenient forum clause,
insofar as any such clause relates to federal courts (except as to the personal jurisdiction thereof); (B) any waiver of trial by jury clause insofar as such
clause is sought to be enforced in a federal court, (C) any forum-selection clause, or (D) any choice of venue clause, i.e., requiring actions to be
commenced in a particular court in a particular jurisdiction.

(c) In giving our opinions 2, 3 and 4, we have, without independent investigation or verification, relied in part on the representation of internal
counsel to Citi that it is not subject to any judgments, orders or other administrative actions specifically applicable to it (and not to banks and financial
institutions generally), that would affect such opinions.

In rendering our opinion:

(i) We have, without independent verification, relied, with respect to factual matters, statements and conclusions, on certificates and
statements of governmental officials and of individuals identified to us as officials of Citi and on the representations and warranties made by Citi in the
Opinion Documents.

(ii) We have examined originals, or copies of originals certified, conformed or otherwise identified to our satisfaction, of such agreements,
documents and records as we have considered relevant and necessary as a basis for this opinion.

(iii) We have assumed the accuracy, completeness and authenticity of all original certificates, agreements, documents, records and other
materials submitted to us, the conformity with the originals of any copies submitted to us, the genuineness of all signatures and the legal capacity of
natural persons.
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(iv) We have assumed that (A) Citi (1) is duly incorporated or organized, validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the United
States of America and (2) has the corporate power (except as provided in our opinion paragraph 4 above) and has taken all necessary action to authorize
it to execute and deliver, and to perform its obligations under, and has duly executed and delivered, each of the Opinion Documents; (B) the execution,
delivery and performance by Citi of the Opinion Documents do not and will not (1) violate or conflict with, result in a breach of, constitute a default
under (except as provided in our opinion paragraph 2 above), (aa) the organizational documents of Citi, (bb) any agreement or instrument to which Citi
or any of its affiliates is a party or by which Citi or any of its affiliates or any of their respective properties may be bound, (cc) any authorization,
consent, approval (including without limitation all foreign exchange control approvals) or license (or the like) of, or exemption (or the like) from, any
governmental unit, agency, commission, department or other authority granted to or otherwise applicable to Citi or any of its affiliates or any of their
respective properties (each a “Governmental Approval”) (other than the Governmental Approvals that are the subject of our opinion in paragraphs 2 and
3 above), (dd) any registration or filing (or the like) with, or report or notice (or the like) to, any governmental unit, agency, commission, department or
other authority made by or otherwise applicable to Citi or any of its affiliates or any of their respective properties (each a “Governmental Registration”)
(other than the Governmental Registrations that are the subject of our opinion in paragraphs 2 and 3 above), (ee) any order, decision, judgment or
decree that may be applicable to Citi or any of its affiliates or any of their respective properties or (ff) any law (other than the federal law of the United
States of America and the law of the State, each as in effect on the date hereof), or (2) require any Governmental Approval or any Governmental
Registration (other than the Governmental Approvals and Governmental Registrations that are the subject of our opinion in paragraphs 2 and 3 above);
(C) all parties to the transactions contemplated in the Opinion Documents will act in accordance with, and will refrain from taking any action that is
forbidden by, the terms and conditions of the Opinion Documents; and (D) there are no agreements, instruments, understanding or negotiations between
the parties not set forth in the Opinion Documents that would modify the terms or rights and obligations of the parties thereunder.

(v) We have assumed that the Opinion Documents constitute (subject to the same qualifications as are contained in subparagraph (a) of the
immediately preceding paragraph above) the valid, legally binding and enforceable agreements of the parties thereto under all applicable law (other
than, in the case of Citi, the federal law of the United States of America and the law of the State).
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(vi) We have assumed that there exists no provision of any law (other than federal law of the United States of America and the law of the
State) which would adversely affect the enforceability of the Opinion Documents.

(vii) We have assumed that the choice of law of the State as the governing law of the Opinion Documents would not result in a violation of
an important public policy of another state or country having greater contacts with the transactions contemplated by the Opinion Documents other than
the State.

We express no opinion as to the law of any jurisdiction other than the law of the State (excluding the securities and blue sky laws of such State, as to which
we express no opinion) and the federal law of the United States of America (excluding the federal securities laws, customs laws and international trade laws
as to which we express no opinion), in each case that a New York lawyer exercising customary professional diligence would reasonably be expected to
recognize as being applicable to transactions of the type reflected in the Opinion Documents and not including any law that is part of a regulatory regime
applicable to specific assets or business of any party to any of the Opinion Documents (other than the laws that are the subject of our opinions in paragraphs
2, 3 and 4) and not including charters, ordinances, bylaws and other laws enacted by political subdivisions of the State.

This opinion speaks only as of the date hereof. We have no responsibility or obligation to update this letter or to take into account changes in law, facts or any
other developments of which we may later become aware.

This opinion is rendered by us as counsel for Citi solely for your benefit in connection with the transaction referred to herein and may not be used, circulated,
quoted or otherwise referred to or relied upon for any other purpose or by any other person without our prior written consent, except that this letter may be
disclosed to (a) legal counsel of the persons listed on Exhibit A hereto and (b) others insofar as it relates to the income tax treatment or tax structure of the
transaction.

Very truly yours,



EXHIBIT A

American Airlines, Inc.
4333 Amon Carter Boulevard
Mail Drop 5662
Fort Worth, Texas 76155

Credit Suisse Securities (USA) LLC
11 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10010

Citigroup Global Markets Inc.
388 and 390 Greenwich Street
New York, NY 10013

Deutsche Bank Securities Inc.
60 Wall Street, 44th Floor
New York, NY 10005

Goldman, Sachs & Co.
200 West Street
New York, NY 10282

Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC
1585 Broadway
New York, NY 10036

Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated
One Bryant Park
New York, NY 10036

Barclays Capital Inc.
745 Seventh Avenue
New York, NY 10019

J.P. Morgan Securities LLC
383 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10179

BNP Paribas Securities Corp.
787 7th Avenue
New York, NY 10019

Credit Agricole Securities (USA) Inc.
1301 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10019



ICBC Standard Bank Plc
20 Gresham Street
London, EC2V 7JE

U.S. Bancorp Investments, Inc.
214 N. Tryon St. 26th Floor
Charlotte, NC 28202

Wilmington Trust Company, individually, as Loan Trustee, as Subordination Agent, as Paying
Agent and as Pass Through Trustee
1100 N. Market Street
Wilmington, Delaware 19890-1605

Citibank, N.A.
388 Greenwich Street
19th Floor
New York, NY 10013

Citibank, N.A. – Agency & Trust, as Depositary
480 Washington Blvd., 18th Floor
Jersey City, NJ 07310

Wilmington Trust, National Association, as Escrow Agent
1100 N. Market Street
Wilmington, Delaware 19890-1605

Fitch Ratings, Inc.
33 Whitehall Street
New York, New York 10004

Moody’s Investors Service, Inc.
250 Greenwich Street
New York, New York 10007
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January [    ], 2017

To each Person Listed on
the Schedule of Addressees
Attached Hereto
 
 Re: Opinion Documents relating to American Airlines Pass Through Trusts 2017-1

Ladies and Gentlemen:

I am a Director and Associate General Counsel of Citigroup Global Markets Inc., a New York corporation, and in such capacity have provided legal services
to Citibank, N.A., a national banking association (“Citi”) in connection with (i) the Deposit Agreement (Class AA) dated as of January [ ], 2017 (the “Class
AA Deposit Agreement”) between Wilmington Trust, National Association, as Escrow Agent (the “Escrow Agent”) and Citi, as Depositary (the
“Depositary”), (ii) the Deposit Agreement (Class A) dated as of January [ ], 2017 (the “Class A Deposit Agreement”) between the Escrow Agent and the
Depositary, (iii) the Deposit Agreement (Class B) dated as of January [ ], 2017 (the “Class B Deposit Agreement”, and together with the Class AA Deposit
Agreement and the Class A Deposit Agreement, the “Deposit Agreements”) between the Escrow Agent and the Depositary, and (iv) the Indemnity and
Security Agreement dated as of January [ ], 2017 (the “Indemnity Agreement”, and together with the Deposit Agreements, the “Opinion Documents”)
between American Airlines, Inc. and the Depositary. This opinion is furnished to you pursuant to Section 4(b)(6) of the Underwriting Agreement with respect
to the purchase of the Class AA Certificates and the Class A Certificates, dated as of January [ ], 2017 among Credit Suisse Securities (USA) LLC, Citigroup
Global Markets Inc. and Deutsche Bank Securities Inc., as representatives of the Underwriters named therein and Section 4(b)(6) of the Underwriting
Agreement with respect to the purchase of the Class B Certificates, dated as of January [ ], 2017 among Credit Suisse Securities (USA) LLC, Citigroup
Global Markets Inc. and Deutsche Bank Securities Inc., as representatives of the Underwriters named therein. All capitalized terms used in this opinion
without definition have the respective meanings assigned to them in the Opinion Documents, as applicable.

In connection with this opinion, I or attorneys under my supervision, have reviewed copies of the Opinion Documents, as well as such corporate
records, certificates of public officials, certificates of officers of Citi and other persons, and other documents, and such provisions of law, as I have deemed
relevant and appropriate as a basis for the opinions hereinafter expressed. In such review I have assumed the genuineness of all signatures (other than those on
behalf of Citi), the authenticity of all documents submitted to me as originals, and the conformity to the original documents



of all documents submitted to me as copies. In making my examination of any documents, I have assumed that all parties to such documents, other than Citi,
had the requisite power and authority to enter into and to perform all obligations thereunder, and as to all parties, other than Citi, to such documents, I have
also assumed the due authorization by all requisite action and the due execution and delivery of such documents and the validity and binding effect thereof. I
have relied as to matters of fact upon statements of officers of Citi and others without any independent investigation or verification thereof.

Based upon the foregoing review, and subject to the qualifications expressed herein, I am of the opinion that:
 

1. Citi is duly organized and validly existing as a national banking association under the laws of the United States of America.
 

2. The execution, delivery and performance by Citi in its capacity as Depositary of the Deposit Agreements is within Citi’s power and authority under the
federal banking laws of the United States of America, has been duly authorized by all necessary corporate action on the part of Citi and does not conflict
with or otherwise contravene the Articles of Association or By-Laws of Citi.

 

3. Each Opinion Document has been duly executed and delivered by Citi.

I express no opinion as to the legality, validity, binding nature or enforceability of any provisions of the Deposit Agreements.

I am admitted to practice in the State of New York, and the opinions expressed above are limited to the laws of the State of New York and the federal
laws of the United States of America. The opinions expressed herein shall be effective only as of the date of this opinion letter. I do not assume responsibility
for updating this opinion letter as of any date subsequent to the date of this opinion letter, and assume no responsibility for advising you of any changes with
respect to the matters described in this opinion letter or from the discovery subsequent to the date of this opinion letter of information not previously known to
me pertaining to events occurring prior to the date of this opinion letter.

This opinion letter is provided subject to the following conditions: (a) nothing contained herein shall create any obligation of or right to look to me
individually for any claim, liability, damage, loss or expense whatsoever whether arising in contract, in tort (including negligence and strict liability), or
otherwise in connection with the transactions contemplated hereby and (b) no judgment, order, or execution entered into in any suit, action, proceeding,
whether legal or equitable, with respect to any such matters shall be taken against me.



This opinion letter is limited to the matters expressly set forth herein, and no opinion is implied or may be inferred beyond such matters. I am
furnishing this opinion to you solely for your benefit in connection with the Opinion Documents, and no other person is entitled to rely hereon (other than any
permitted successors or assigns). This opinion may not be used, circulated, quoted or otherwise referred to for any other purpose without my prior written
consent. Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP is entitled to rely on this opinion in connection with their opinion of even date being delivered in connection
with the transactions contemplated by the Opinion Documents.
 

Very truly yours,

Patricia Brigantic
Director and
Associate General Counsel

SCHEDULE OF ADDRESSEES

Wilmington Trust Company
Loan Trustee, Subordination Agent and Pass Through Trustee

Wilmington Trust Company
Paying Agent

American Airlines, Inc.
Owner

Wilmington Trust, National Association
Escrow Agent

Citibank, N.A.
Liquidity Provider

Fitch Ratings, Inc.

Moody’s Investors Service, Inc.

Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP

Credit Suisse Securities (USA) LLC

Citigroup Global Markets Inc.



Deutsche Bank Securities Inc.

Goldman, Sachs & Co.

Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC

Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated

Barclays Capital Inc.

J.P. Morgan Securities LLC

BNP Paribas Securities Corp.

Credit Agricole Securities (USA) Inc.

ICBC Standard Bank Plc

U.S. Bancorp Investments, Inc.
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January 5, 2017

American Airlines, Inc.
4333 Amon Carter Boulevard
Fort Worth, TX 76155-2605
 
 Re: American Airlines, Inc. (the “Company”) Ten Airbus A321-231S,
   Three Boeing 737-800, Three Boeing 787-8, One Boeing 787-9 and
   Seven Embraer ERJ 175LR Aircraft Appraisals

Ladies and Gentlemen:

We hereby consent to (i) the use of the report prepared by us with respect to the aircraft referred to above, (ii) the summary of such report under the headings
(a) “Prospectus Supplement Summary – Summary of Terms of Certificates,” (b) “Prospectus Supplement Summary – Equipment Notes and the Aircraft,” (c)
“Prospectus Supplement Summary – Loan to Aircraft Value Ratios,” (d) “Risk Factors — Risks Relating to the Certificates and the Offering,” (e)
“Description of the Aircraft and the Appraisals – The Appraisals,” (f) “Description of the Equipment Notes – Loan to Value Ratios of Equipment Notes,” (g)
“Appendix III—Summary of Appraised Values” and (h) “Appendix IV – Loan to Value Ratio Tables” and (iii) references to our firm under the headings
“Prospectus Supplement Summary – Equipment Notes and the Aircraft,” “Risk Factors – Risks Relating to the Certificates and the Offering,” “Description of
the Aircraft and the Appraisals – The Appraisals” and “Experts” in the Company’s preliminary Prospectus Supplement, expected to be dated on or about
January 5, 2017, and the Company’s final Prospectus Supplement, in each case relating to the offering of American Airlines, Inc. Pass Through Certificates,
Series 2017-1, Class B.
 

Sincerely,

AIRCRAFT INFORMATION SERVICES, INC.

By:  /s/ Dave A. Miller
Name:  Dave A. Miller, CEO
Title:  Certified Appraiser, International Society of

 Transportation Aircraft Trading

Main Office: 1409 Peachtree Street, Suite 200, Atlanta, Georgia 30309
TEL: 404 870-AISI (2474) E-MAIL: mail@AISI.aero www.aisi.aero
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1295 Northern Boulevard
Manhasset, New York 11030

(516) 365-6272 · Fax (516) 365-6287

January 5, 2017

American Airlines, Inc.
4333 Amon Carter Boulevard
Fort Worth, TX 76155-2605
 
 Re: American Airlines, Inc. (the “Company”) Ten Airbus A321-231S,
   Three Boeing 737-800, Three Boeing 787-8, One Boeing 787-9 and
   Seven Embraer ERJ 175LR Aircraft Appraisals

Ladies and Gentlemen:

We hereby consent to (i) the use of the report prepared by us with respect to the aircraft referred to above, (ii) the summary of such report under the headings
(a) “Prospectus Supplement Summary – Summary of Terms of Certificates,” (b) “Prospectus Supplement Summary – Equipment Notes and the Aircraft,” (c)
“Prospectus Supplement Summary – Loan to Aircraft Value Ratios,” (d) “Risk Factors — Risks Relating to the Certificates and the Offering,” (e)
“Description of the Aircraft and the Appraisals – The Appraisals,” (f) “Description of the Equipment Notes – Loan to Value Ratios of Equipment Notes,” (g)
“Appendix III—Summary of Appraised Values” and (h) “Appendix IV – Loan to Value Ratio Tables” and (iii) references to our firm under the headings
“Prospectus Supplement Summary – Equipment Notes and the Aircraft,” “Risk Factors – Risks Relating to the Certificates and the Offering,” “Description of
the Aircraft and the Appraisals – The Appraisals” and “Experts” in the Company’s preliminary Prospectus Supplement, expected to be dated on or about
January 5, 2017, and the Company’s final Prospectus Supplement, in each case relating to the offering of American Airlines, Inc. Pass Through Certificates,
Series 2017-1, Class B.
 

Sincerely,

BK ASSOCIATES, INC.

/s/ John F. Keitz
John F. Keitz
President
ISTAT Senior Certified Appraiser
    And Appraiser Fellow
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January 5, 2017

American Airlines, Inc.
4333 Amon Carter Boulevard
Fort Worth, TX 76155-2605
 
 Re: American Airlines, Inc. (the “Company”) Ten Airbus A321-231S,
   Three Boeing 737-800, Three Boeing 787-8, One Boeing 787-9 and
   Seven Embraer ERJ 175LR Aircraft Appraisals

Ladies and Gentlemen:

We hereby consent to (i) the use of the report prepared by us with respect to the aircraft referred to above, (ii) the summary of such report under the headings
(a) “Prospectus Supplement Summary – Summary of Terms of Certificates,” (b) “Prospectus Supplement Summary – Equipment Notes and the Aircraft,” (c)
“Prospectus Supplement Summary – Loan to Aircraft Value Ratios,” (d) “Risk Factors — Risks Relating to the Certificates and the Offering,” (e)
“Description of the Aircraft and the Appraisals – The Appraisals,” (f) “Description of the Equipment Notes – Loan to Value Ratios of Equipment Notes,” (g)
“Appendix III—Summary of Appraised Values” and (h) “Appendix IV – Loan to Value Ratio Tables” and (iii) references to our firm under the headings
“Prospectus Supplement Summary – Equipment Notes and the Aircraft,” “Risk Factors – Risks Relating to the Certificates and the Offering,” “Description of
the Aircraft and the Appraisals – The Appraisals” and “Experts” in the Company’s preliminary Prospectus Supplement, expected to be dated on or about
January 5, 2017, and the Company’s final Prospectus Supplement, in each case relating to the offering of American Airlines, Inc. Pass Through Certificates,
Series 2017-1, Class B.
 

Sincerely,

MORTEN BEYER & AGNEW, INC.

By:  /s/ Robert F. Agnew
Name:  Robert F. Agnew
Title:  President & CEO

2101 wilson boulevard  |  suite 1001  |  arlington, virginia 22201
phone: 1 703 276 3200  |  fax: 1 703 276 3201

www.mba.aero


